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Hydrologic and hydraulic analysis indicates that maximum spill-
way discharge capacity without flashboards is only about 39% of the
PMF peak outflow. The 1/2 PMF would overtop the earth embankment
and would probably cause failure. Therefore, in accordance with
Corps of Engineers' screening criteria for review of spillway
adequacy, spillway capacity is considered "seriously inadequate
and the dam is assessed as 4 unsafe, non-emergency"'.

The classification of "unsafe" applied to a dam because of aseriously itiadequate spillway is not meant to connote the same .I
degree of emergency as would be associated with an "unsafe" class-
ification applied for a structural deficiency. It does mean that
there appears to be a serious deficiency in spillway capacity and
if a severe storm were to occur, overtopping and failure of the
dam could take place, significantly increasing the hazard to loss
of life downstream of the dam.

Therefore, it is recommended that within 3 months after

after receipt of this report by the Owner, any appropriate re-
medial work should be completed. The detailed analysis and the
design and construction obsetvatiod of any remedial work should
be done by a qualified, reg4j*ered professional engineer.

In the meantime, the flashboards should immediately be removed
from Me 'spilliway and kept removed pending the results of the de-
tailed hydrologic and hydraulic analysis. Also, the Owner should

eiately inetitute a program to visually inspect the dam and its
1Ppurtenances' at ieast once a month. Within 3smonths after receipt
of this report the Owner should complete. an emergency action plan
Outlining action tbo be taken to minimize the downstream effects bf
an emergency, toge.ther with an effective warning system.

Structural stability analysis of the spillway section indicates
that it has unsatisfactory stability for all cases except normal
spring and fall conditions (with flashboards removed) and that the
right training wall is critically unstable for normal conditions.
Therefore, it is recommended that a detailed structural stability
analysis of the spillway section for all loading conditions be
started within 3 months after receipt of this report by the Owner.
This analysis should include investigation of foundation conditions,.
embankment loading conditions, and structural details. The large
crack in the right training wall should be taken into account. Any
necessary remedial work should be completed within 18 months after
receipt of this report by the Owner. The investigation and the
design and construction observation of any remedial work should be
done by a qi.alified, registered professional engineer.
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PREFACE

This report is prepared under guidance contained in the
Recommended Guidelines for Safety Inspection of Dams, for Phase I
Investigations. Copies of these guidelines may be obtained from
the Office of Chief of Engineers, Washington, D.C. 20314. The
purpose of a Phase I Investigation is to identify expeditiously
those dams which may pose hazards to human life or property. The
assessment of the general condition of the dam is based upon avail-
able data and visual inspections. Detailed investigation, and
analyses involving topographic mapping, subsurface investigations,
testing, and detailed computational evaluations are beyond the
scope of a Phase I Investigation; however, the investigation is
intended to identify any need for such studies.

In reviewing this report, it should be realized that the
reported condition of the dam is based on observations of field
conditions at the time of inspection along with data available
to the inspection team. In cases where the reservoir was lowered
or drained prior to inspection, such action, while improving the
stability and safety of the dam, removes the normal load on the
structure and may obscure certain conditions which might otherwise
be detectable if inspected under the normal operating environment
of the structure.

It is important to note that the condition of a dam depends
on numerous and constantly changing internal and external con-
ditions, and is evolutionary in nature. It would be incorrect
to assume that the present condition of the dam will continue to
represent the condition of the dam at some point in the future.
Only through frequent inspections can unsafe conditions be detected
and only through continued care and maintenance can these conditions
be prevented or corrected.

Phase I Inspections are not intended to provide detailed
hydrologic and hydraulic analyses. In accordance with the es-
tablished Guidelines, the Spillway Test Flood is based on the
estimated "Probable Maximum Flood' for the region (greatest
reasonably possible storm runoff), or fractions thereof. Because
of the magnitude and rarity of such a storm event, a finding that
a spillway will not pass the test flood should not be interpreted
as necessarily posing a highly inadequate condition. The test
flood provides a measure of relative spillway capacity and serves
as an aide in determining the need for more detailed hydrologic
and hydraulic studies, considering the size of the dam, its
general condition and the downstream damage potential.

The Phase I Investigation does not include an assessment of
the need for fences, gates, no-trespassing signs, repairs to ex-
isting fences and railings and other items which may be needed
to minimize trespass and provide greater security for the fa-
cility and safety to the public. An evaluation of the project
for compliance with OSHA rules and regulations is also excluded.
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29. NATIONAL DAM INSPECTION PROGRAM

PHASE I INSPECTION REPORT

Identification No.: NY 00083

Name of Dam: Tillson Lake Dam

State Located: New York

County: Ulster

Municipality: Town of Gardiner

Watershed: Lower Hudson River Basin

Stream: Palmaghatt Kill

Date of Inspection: April 8, 1981

ASSESSMENT

Examination of available documents and visual inspection of
the dam did not reveal conditions which constitute an immediate
hazard to human life or property. However, the dam has some serious
deficiencies which require further investigation and remedial work.

Hydrologic and hydraulic analysis indicates that maximum spill-
way discharge capacity without flashboards is only about 39% of the
PMF peak outflow. The 1/2 PMF would overtop the earth embankment
and would probably cause failure. Therefore, in accordance with
Corps of Engineers' screening criteria for review of spillway
adequacy, spillway capacity is considered "seriously inadequate"
and the dam is assessed as "unsafe, non-emergency".

The classification of "unsafe" applied to a dam because of a
seriously inadequate spillway is not meant to connote the same
degree of emergency as would be associated with an "unsafe" class-
ification applied for a structural deficiency. It does mean that
there appears to be a serious deficiency in spillway capacity and
if a severe storm were to occur, overtopping and failure of the
dam could take place, significantly increasing the hazard to loss
of life downstream of the dam.

36,3 Therefore, it is recommended that within 3 months after
receipt of this report by the Owner, a detailed hydrologic and
hydraulic analysis be started to better assess spillway capacity.
This should include a more accurate determination of the site
specific characteristics of the watershed. Within 18 months

V



after receipt of this report by the Owner, any appropriate re-
medial work should be copleted. The detailed analysis and the
design and construction observation of any remedial work should
be done by a qualified, registered professional engineer.

In the meantime, the flashboards should immediately be removed
from the spillway and kept removed pending the results of the de-
tailed hydrologic and hydraulic analysis. Also, the Owner should
immediately institute a program to visually inspect the dam and its
appurtenances at least once a month. Within 3 months after receipt
of this report the Owner should complete an emergency action plan
outlining action to be taken to minimize the downstream effects of
an emergency, together with an effective warning system.

Structural stability analysis of the spillway section indicates
that it has unsatisfactory stability for all cases except normal
spring and fall conditions (with flashboards removed) and that the
right training wall is critically unstable for normal conditions.
Therefore, it is recommended that a detailed structural stability
analysis of the spillway section for all loading conditions be
started within 3 months after receipt of this report by the Owner.
This analysis should include investigation of foundation conditions,
embankment loading conditions, and structural details. The large
crack in the right training wall should be taken into account. Any
necessary remedial work should be completed within 18 months after
receipt of this report by the Owner. The investigation and the
design and construction observation of any remedial work should be
done by a qualified, registered professional engineer.

Because of other deficiencies, the following additional inves-
tigations should be started within 3 months after receipt of this
report by the Owner. The investigations should be performed by a
qualified, registered professional engineer.

1) Investigate the character of the spoil material on the
downstream slope to determine whether it should be re-
moved and, if so, provide the procedure for removal.

2) Determine whether major repairs should be made to the
core wall, which has multiple cracks.

3) Investigate the origin of the seeps through the floor
of the spillway discharge channel.

92.2 Any remedial work deemed necessary as a result of these inves-
tigations should be completed within 18 months after receipt of this
report by the Owner. A qualified, registered professional engineer
should design and observe the construction of any necessary remedial
work.

The following remedial work should be completed by the Owner
within 12 months after his receipt of this report. Where engineer-
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ing assistance is indicated, the Owner should engage a qualified,
registered professional engineer. Assistance by such an engineer
may also be useful for some of the other work.

1) Remove trees and brush and their root systems from all
surfaces of the dam and for 20 feet downstream of the
toe in accordance with procedures established by an
engineer. Continue to keep these same areas clear by
cutting brush and trees and mowing grass at least
annually.

2) Repair the eroded zones of the embankment adjacent to
the spillway and along the upstream slope in accordance
with a design by an engineer.

3) Monitor the seep adjacent to the outlet conduit and
have the data evaluated in accordance with procedures
established by an engineer.

4) Dewater and clean the outlet conduit and have it inspected
by an engineer.

5) Restore the outlet conduit sluice gate to operation and
exercise it regularly.

6) Contingent on the results of the detailed stability
analysis by an engineer, repair the zones of eroded and
deteriorated concrete of the spillway, discharge channel,
and training walls in accordance with a design by an
engineer.

7) Develop and implement effective routine operation and
maintenance procedures for the dam and its appurtenances.

8) Institute a program of comprehensive technical inspection
of the dam and its appurtenances by an engineer on a
periodic basis of at least once every two years.

0 4
President
C. T. Male Associates, P.C.
NY PE 25004

& LAWD SURVEYO
Approved by:Approed b: -ol. W. M. Smith, r.

New York District 9ngineer

Corps of Engineers

Date: 0___4____
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739 NATIONAL DAM INSPECTION PROGRAM

PHASE I INSPECTION REPORT

NAME OF DAM: TILLSON LAKE DAM, ID NO. NY 00083

SECTION 1

PROJECT INFORMATION

1.1 GENERAL

a. Authority

The National Dam Inspection Act, Public Law 92-367,
August 8, 1972, authorized the Secretary of the Army through
the Corps of Engineers to initiate a national program of dam
inspection throughout the United States. The New York District
of the Corps of Engineers has been assigned the responsibility
of supervising the inspection of dams within New York State.
C. T. Male Associates, P.C., has been retained by the New York
District to inspect and report on selected dams in the State of
New York. Authorization and notice to proceed was issued to
C. T. Male Associates, P.C., under a letter from Michael A.
Jezior, LTC, Corps of Engineers. Contract No. DACW5I-81-C-0014
has been assigned by the Corps of Engineers for this work.

b. Purpose of Inspection

The purpose of the inspection program is to perform
technical inspection and evaluation of non-Federal dams to identify
conditions which threaten the public, and thus permit correction
in a timely manner by non-Federal interests.

1.2 DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT

a. Location

The dam is located on the Palmaghatt Kill about 10 miles
southwest of the Village of New Paltz. The dam at its maximum
section is at Latitude 41 degrees - 40.3 minutes North, Longitude
74 degrees - 14.8 minutes West.

Access to the dam is from County Route 7 to the east,
then via Tillson Lake road to either South Mountain Road or Lake
Road, and then via a private gravel road that runs south of the
lake between South Mountain Road and the Tillson Lake Recreation
Park and pavilion on Lake Road (see Vicinity Map, and Drainage
Area Map Appendix C-5).

1-1



73? The official and popular name of the dam is Tillson
Lake Dam and the official and popular name of the reservoir is
Tillson Lake.

b. Description of Dam and Appurtenances

Tillson Lake Dam is an earth embankment with a central
concrete core wall. The dam has an ogee-like spillway about 30
feet from the left abutment. The irregular brush, tree, and
debris-covered embankment is about 308 feet long (including the
spillway) by about 39 feet high. The upstream and downstream
slopes are irregular with the upstream slope above the beach
estimated at I.5H:lV and with portions of the downstream slope
as steep as 1.25H:IV. The upstream slope is covered with rock
riprap to about 4 feet below the top of the dam. The dam has an
irregular crest width averaging about 15 feet.

The dam has a reinforced concrete core wall about 18
inches wide at portions of the top which are exposed. The wall
increases in section as it extends down to the original ground
surface. The core wall is partially exposed on both sides of the
spillway and the top of the core wall, at EL 376, has been con-
sidered to be the top of the dam.

The ogee-like spillway is a concrete gravity overflow
section about 3.5 feet wide at the top with a crest length of about
55 feet. The spillway overflow section varies uniformly in down-
stream height from left to right, being 4 feet high on the left and
about 20 feet high on the right. The spillway discharge channel
is formed by training walls on each side of the spillway extending
downstream about 80 feet. The channel bottom consists of concrete
pavement over bedrock (and possibly over some hardpan) and it slopes
downward left to right, as well as downstream (see Photo A-6A).

The spillway crest has 4 sections of 3-foot-high wooden
flashboards, each section being 13.75 feet long. The sections are
supported at their ends by 3 railroad rails embedded in the spillway
crest (see Photo A-6B). The two end sections are each additionally
supported by three 1.5-inch pipes and the middle sections by two
1.5-inch pipes. At the time of inspection one section of flash-
boards was removed. Also, just downstream of the weir crest there
are 3 additional railroad rails embedded in the spillway overflow
section which are apparently not used.

The dam has a concrete outlet conduit about 3 feet square
on the inside and about 170 feet long. In the reservoir there is
a concrete control tower with a floor stand control mechanism for a
30-inch-diameter sluice gate at the end of the conduit at the base
of the tower. The handwheel for the control mechanism is missing
and the gate is inoperable. The conduit discharges into the
streambed at the downstream toe and presently is about half silted
shut at its downstream end.

1-2



73 c. Size Classification

In accordance with Recommended Guidelines (Reference 1),
Tillson Lake Dam is classified as "small" in size because its
height is 39 feet (within the 25 to ?13oot range) and the maximum
storage capacity at the top of the dam is 394 acre-feet (within the
50 to 1,000-acre-foot range).

d. Hazard Classification

In accordance with Recommended Guidelines (Reference 1),
Tillson Lake Dam is classified as having a "i" hazard potential.
This is because it is judged that failure o eth dam would sig-
nificantly increase flows downstream which could cause loss of
more than a few human lives and appreciable property damage. Down-
stream development that could be damaged or destroyed by a dam
failure includes: a home to the left of the stream about 300 feet
downstream and the associated driveway bridge over the stream
(both are visible in Photo A-9B), and several homes even closer
and lower to the stream about 900 feet downstream near South
Mountain Road (vertical drop from the dam to the homes near South
Mountain Road is about 40 feet).

e. Ownership

It is suspected that the dam was constructed in the 1920's
or early 1930's for Hassey A. Tillson. Presently the dam and reser-
voir are owned by:

U & U Realty, Inc.
100 Seaview Drive
Secaucus, New Jersey 07094

Attention: Joseph Uanue, President
(201) 348-4900

f. Operator

Day-to-day operation of the dam is the responsibility of:

Tillson Lake Recreation Park, Inc.
Gardiner, NY 12525

Attention: Henry S. Cuney, President
(914) 564-2718

and

George Surinach, Vice-President
(Mr. Cuney's Son)
35 Utterb; Rd.

- -Malverne, NY 11565
..... (516) 887-7859

1-3



Tillson Lake Recreation Park, Inc. is the leasee of the
property upon which the dam and the associated recreational facil-
ities are located.

93 g. Purpose of Dam

The dam was originally constructed to impound water
for recreational purposes. The impoundment is presently used
for the same purpose by the Operator who runs a swimming beach
and pavilion at the western end of the lake. The dam is at the
eastern end of the lake.

h. Design and Construction History

It is suspected that the dam was constructed in the 1920's
or early 1930's for Hassey A. Tillson. The original designer and
construction contractor are unknown. No direct data concerning the
original design or construction could be found.

On September 21, 1938 the dam was overtopped and a large
section to the right of the spillway failed causing violent flooding
and damage downstream. The spillway was completely flashboarded
shut prior to and during the flood with 4-foot-high flashboards.
In 1939 the dam was reconstructed for the original owner. The re-
construction consisted of repairing the breach in the core wall
and embankment. In addition, the core wall and the dam to the right
of the spillway were raised about 2 feet, new fill was placed over
the entire downstream slope, and new flashboards 2.5 feet high were
installed.

In August 1955 the portion of the dam to the left of the
spillway, which had never been raised as intended during the 1939
work, was overtopped. A portion of the toe of the dam was washed
away, and the spillway discharge channel was damaged. In 1956
major repairs were undertaken for the owner, Dominick Porco. The
repair work consisted of raising the core wall and dam on the left
side of the spillway to match the right side, rebuilding portions
of the spillway training walls and discharge channel bottom, filling
in washed out areas, and possibly adding riprap to the upstream
slope. The sluice gate, then inoperable, was also supposedly re-
paired at that time.

Refer to Section 2 of this report, as well as to the
Engineering Data Checklist in Appendix F2, for a complete dis-
cussion of the design and construction history. Drawings and
other engineering data are included in Appendices F3 and G.

i. Normal Operating Procedures

The Operator visits the dam site at least twice a week
during the summer and randomly at other times. The 3-foot-high

1-4



flashboards are up May through September and are normally removed
by the Operator's son for the period of October through April. Last
winter, however, only one of the four sections of flashboards was
removed.

The outlet conduit sluice gate, normally closed, is
inoperable. The control tower over the gate can only be reached
by boat and the operating handwheel is missing. The sluice gate
was last operated 15 or 20 years ago. The lake used to be drained
for cleaning about every 10 years, but this was last done in the

.8' 1960's according to the Operator's son.

1.3 PERTINENT DATA

a. Drainage Area (square miles) 4.78

b. Discharge at Dam Site (cfs)
Spillway (W.S. at top of dam)

- with flashboards 950
- without flashboards 2,690

Outlet Conduit (normally closed and presently
inoperable - estimated potential with W.S.
at spillway crest w/o flashboards) 130

Maximum Known Flood (estimated at 2 ft.
over flashboard crest in August 1955) 500

c. Elevation (feet - NGVD)
The elevation base of the reconstruction drawings in

Appendix G is about 90 feet lower than NGVD (National Geodetic
Vertical Datum of 1929) based on the water surface elevation
listed in the Gazetteer of Lakes (Reference 25). USGS mapping
shows no specific elevation on the water surface but is consis-
tent with the Gazetteer elevation. Therefore, all elevations
used in this report are 90 feet higher than those on the drawings
in Appendix G and are in feet above mean sea level NGVD.

Top of Dam (top of core wall) 376
Design High Water (for 1,250 cfs) 373.5 +
Spillway Crest - with flashboards 373

- without flashboards 370
Entrance Invert of Outlet Conduit 341 +

d. Reservoir Length (feet) - at spillway crest 1,700 +

e. Reservoir Surface Area (acres)
Top of Dam 28.5 +
Spillway Crest - with flashboards 25.6 T

- without flashboards 22.7

f. Reservoir Storage (acre-feet)
Top oT Dam 394
Spillway Crest - with flashboards 312

- without flashboards 230

1-5



49( g. Dam
W-pe - Earth embankment.
Length - 308 feet including spillway.
Height - 39 feet.
Top Width - Irregular, averages about 15 feet.
Side Slopes - Upstream - 1.5H:lV above beach, 8H:lV on

beach, below water presumed
original 2.5H:lV.

- Downstream - Original 2H:lV. Present steepest
slope of spoil over original
surface is 1.25H:lV

Zoning - Homogeneous with central concrete core wall
and miscellaneous spoil on downstream slope.

Impervious Core - Central concrete core wall (cracked and
therefore not an impervious barrier)
reported to be 28 inches thick at its
base and 12 to 15 inches thick at its
top (measures 18 inches thick on portions
of top exposed).

Cutoff - Concrete core wall extends to bedrock or to
hardpan.

Grout Curtain - None known.

h. Spillway
Type - Concrete ogee-like with 3-foot flashboards.
Length of Weir - 55 feet.
Upstream Channel - Reservoir immediately upstream of

weir crest. Bottom of reservoir is
silted up level with weir crest at
each end of spillway.

Downstream Channel - About an 80-foot-long concrete paved
channel with concrete training walls.
Channel slopes down steeply toward
right side as well as toward down-
stream.

44 i. Outlet Conduit (reservoir drain)
Size - Reported 3 feet square by about 170 feet long

(measures 3.8 feet wide at outlet).
Description - Concrete box culvert from control tower

in reservoir, through dam to downstream
toe. The downstream end of the conduit
is about half silted shut.

Control - Reported 30-inch-diameter sluice gate at up-
stream end at base of control tower with floor
stand on top of control tower. Control tower
only accessible by boat, handwheel is missing,
and sluice gate is inoperable.

1-6



46 SECTION 2

ENGINEERING DATA

2.1 DESIGN DATA

a. Geology

There is no geologic information available in the data
for this dam. The following information was obtained from cur-
rent geologic maps and publications (References 28 and 29), as well
as from the site visit.

Tillson Lake Dam is located in the Hudson-Mohawk lowlands
of the Valley and Ridge physiographic province in southeast New
York State. Bedrock in the vicinity of the dam is shale, argillite,
and siltstone of the middle Ordivician period (approximately 460
million years old). The dam is located on the eastern flank of
generally flat-lying basin rocks that underlie the Catskill Moun-
tains.

The bedrock at the dam is a slate or argillite with
closely-spaced (approximately 1/2 inch) foliations. The strike
and dip measured about 20 feet downstream from the dam on the
right side of the discharge channel is N 300 E, 280 N. Since the
dam is oriented northeast-southwest, the horizontal thrust of the
dam tends to close the north-dipping foliation planes. (Note:
In the application for repairs, dated May 12, 1939 (see Appendix
F3-3) athe bedrock was called slate and indicated to have a dip
of 50 W. It is not known where this measurement was taken.)

There is no surficial geology map available for this
site.

b. Subsurface Investigations

There are no subsurface investigations available for
this dam site.

A drawing by Solomon LeFevre dated March 22, 1939 (see
Appendix G-l) shows the dam to be founded on slate from Sta 0+00
to Sta 2+70 and on hardpan from Sta 2+70 to the right abutment.
The same drawing shows that the spillway was founded chiefly on
bedrock but that hardpan was left unexcavated under the central
portion (looking in transverse section) of the spillway.

The visual inspection showed bedrock exposed about 10
feet to the right of the low-level outlet conduit, about at Sta
1+30. Also, till (hardpan) is evident on top of bedrock to the
left of the spillway. A scarp in till is evident in a zone just
downstream of the right side of the dam. This zone seems to be
a former borrow area.
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.6. c. Dam and Appurtenances

It is suspected that the dam was designed and constructed
in the 1920's or early 1930's for Hassey A. Tillson. The original
designer is unknown. No direct data concerning the original design
could be found.

There are no direct data available on the composition
of the dam. In a letter by Mr. Fred Briehl dated September 27,
1938 (see Appendix F3-1) describing the failure of the dam, he
referred to the fill in the dam as "dirt" and as "rock and dirt."
In a drawing by Solomon LeFevre dated March 22, 1939 (see Appendix
G-1) he refers to the old and the proposed fill as "earth fill."

Immediately downstream from the dam, on the right side,
there are the remains of an old borrow pit, which may be the source
of the fill for the embankment.

The top surfaces of the crest and downstream slope are
very irregular. According to the Owner's representative, the lake
has been drained in the past and the bottom cleaned. He indicated
that the spoil may have been dumped on the crest and downstream
shell.

2.2 CONSTRUCTION HISTORY

a. Initial Construction

The original contractor for the dam is unknown and no
records concerning the actual construction of the dam and appurten-
ances are known to exist. A brief review of the construction history
can be found in Appendix F2, Checklist for General Engineering Data
and Interview with Dam Owner.

b. Modifications and Repairs

On September 21, 1938 the dam was overtopped and breached.
The spillway was completely flashboarded shut prior to and during
the flood with 4-foot-high flashboards. 'As a result of this con-
dition water from the storm rose in the reservoir, and aided some-
what by high winds, proceeded to spill over the dam. The flow of
water over the dam washed out the fill section on the downstream
side of the core wall to the right of the spillway. The core wall,
then unsupported on the downstream side, burst. A portion of the
core wall about 90 feet wide at the top and 30 feet deep failed.
A letter by Fred Briehl, dated September 27, 1981 (see Appendix
F3-1) describes the dam failure and the resulting damage.

1464 In 1939 the dam was reconstructed for the original owner,
H. A. Tillson. An application for the dam's reconstruction, dated
May 12, 1939, appears as Appendices F3-3 to F3-6.
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The core wall was repaired with new reinforced concrete
which was doweled to the old remaining concrete with 3/4-inch steel
rods. The core wall and embankment were both raised about 2 feet
on the right side of the spillway. The earth fill washed away by
the breach was replaced and additional fill was added to the entire
downstream slope of the dam to the right of the spillway. New
2.5-foot-high flashboards were also installed on the spillway,
resulting in 3.5 feet of freeboard on the right side but only 1.5
feet on the left. The core wall to the left of the spillway was
never raised during the 1939 reconstruction.

The engineer for the 1939 reconstruction was Solomon
LeFevre, New Paltz, New York. Correspondence concerning the 1939
work can be found in Appendices F3-7 to F3-8. A drawing concerning
the reconstruction of the dam appears as Appendix G-1. The con-
struction contractor for the 1939 work is not known.

In August 1955 another storm and subsequent flood caused
a portion of the dam and core wall to the left of the spillway,
which had never been raised during the 1939 reconstruction, to be
overtopped and the embankment was eroded. There appears to have
been about 2-foot-high flashboards on the spillway just prior to
and during the flood. The lower ends of the spillway channel
training walls were overtopped by water flowing in the channel.
This flooding eroded the ground area behind the left training wall
and caused a portion of the earth dam at the toe, to the right of
the spillway, to be washed away. A section of the right spillway
training wall and part of the channel bottom were also undermined
and washed away. A report on damage to the dam due to the
storm can be found on Appendix F3-9.

In 1956 the dam was repaired and reconstructed for the
owner, Dominick Porco.- A listing of the proposed 1956 reconstruction,
as well as an application for the dam's reconstruction in 1956,
appear as Appendices F3-10 to F3-14.

The core wall and dam to the left of the spillway were
raised about 2 feet to match the rest of the dam. The left train-
ing wall of the spillway was raised about 1.5 feet and extended
downstream. Some concrete work to promote better flow may have
been done in the trough along the right side of the spillway dis-
charge channel. The downstream end of the right training wall and
the downstream end of the concrete bottom of the spillway discharge
channel were replaced. The washed out fill areas were also repaired.
At this time additional riprap may have been placed on the upstream
slope and the sluice gate was supposedly repaired.

45 The engineer for the 1956 reconstruction was T.W. ("Don")
Westlake, P.E., Holmes Road, RD 1, Box 66, Newburgh, New York. Some
spillway and flashboard computations, possibly done by Westlake and/
or the State reviewers in 1956, appear on Appendices F3-15 to F3-
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17. Drawings concerning the 1956 reconstruction can be found as
Appendices G-2 and G-3. The construction contractor for the 1956
work is not known.

c. Maintenance and Pending Remedial Work

There are no known plans for any maintenance or remedial
work on the dam by the Owner.

2.3 OPERATION RECORD

a. Inspections

There is no known record of inspection of the dam by the
Owner.

One inspection report by the New York State Department
of Environmental Conservation (NYS-DEC), dated April 23, 1973, was
found (see Appendix F3-18). This inspection report indicated that
concrete surfaces at the dam needed some minor repairs that could
be undertaken as maintenance items. The growth of trees on the
downstream slope and minor cracks in the concrete were noted. The
report indicated that some periodic maintenance was being performed
and that the dam was in good condition.

b. Performance Observations, Water Levels, and Discharges

There are no known records of performance observations
or of routine water levels and discharges at the dam.

c. Past Floods and Previous Failures

On September-21, 1938 the dam was overtopped and breached.
In August 1955 high water again overtopped and damaged the dam. The
details of these failures have previously been discussed in Section
2.2b.

2.4 EVALUATION

a. Availability

As listed on Appendix Fl, engineering data and records
for the dam were available from the Dam Safety Section of the NYS-
DEC. This data was reviewed, and copies of all the records found
are included in chronological order in Appendices F3 and G. Appendix
F2, Checklist for General Engineering Data and Interview with Dam
Owner, also contains pertinent engineering information.

461 b. Adequacy

Available data consisted of drawings, letters, and a
report concerning the two failures and subsequent reconstructions,
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applications for reconstruction, and an inspection report. Such
data as original design drawings, construction specifications,
design calculations, record drawings, complete data on foundation
and embankment soils, and operation and performance data were not
available. The lack of such in-depth engineering data does not
permit a comprehensive review. Therefore, the available data was
not adequate by itself to permit an assessment of the dam.

c. Validity

Based on field observation and checking, some of the
data is not valid. The flashboards now used at the dam are 3 feet
high and do not resemble the 2.5-foot-high flashboards of the 1956
reconstruction design (see Appendix G-3), which were designed to
trip at various water elevations. The present flashboards are
shown in Photo A-6B.

The outlet conduit is reported as being 3 feet square
(see Appendix F3-1), but actually measures 3.8 feet wide at its
downstream end.

The dike shown on the 1956 reconstruction drawing to
the left of the spillway (see Appendix G-2) is not apparent in
the field.

The 1939 and 1956 reconstruction drawings (see Appendix
G) show that the core wall was to be raised 2.5 feet, for a total
height of 6.5 feet over the spillway crest. Measurements show that
only about 2 feet was added, for a total height of 6 feet over the
spillway crest.

The 1939 reconstruction drawing (see Appendix G-1) indi-
cates that the downstream slope should be 2H:IV and the upstream
slope 2.5H:lV. Measurements show that the downstream slope is very
irregular and is about 1.25H:lV at its steepest portion. The up-
stream slope below the water level could not be estimated, but the
beach is about 8H:IV and the slope above the beach is about l.5H:IV.
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163 SECTION 3

VISUAL INSPECTION

3.1 FINDINGS

a. General

Tillson Lake Dam was inspected on April 8, 1981. The
inspection party (see Appendix B-l) was accompanied by Mr. George
Surinach, Vice-President of Tillson Lake Recreation Park, Inc.,
leasee of the dam and lake, who represented the Owner. Mr. Sur-
nach is the son of Mr. Henry Cuney, who is the normal Operator of
the dam and is President of the Recreation Park. The weather was
sunny and warm at the time of the inspection. The water surface
was at about EL 370.2 or about 2 inches over the spillway crest.
The Visual Inspection Checklist is included as Appendix B, while
selected photos taken during the inspection are included in Ap-
pendix A and as the Overview Photo at the beginning of this report.
Appendix A-1 is a photo index map.

b. Dam

There is no evidence of sloughs or slides of the embank-
ment.

Cracked Core Wall - The core wall is cracked at its
Junction with the right spillway training wall, as shown in Photo
A-3B. It is also cracked at Sta 1+07, 1+18, 1+35, 1+50, and 1+60.
The core wall was covered with soil beyond Sta 1+75.

These cracks probably render the core wall ineffective
as a barrier to seepage through the embankment. That is, obser-
vation wells on each side of the wall and installed at the same
depth would probably show practically the same water level on both
sides of the wall. For this reason, this dam should be considered
essentially an earth dam without a core wall for the purposes of
judging its susceptibility to piping, until further information
is available.

The core wall does serve the function of halting further
erosion if the upstream slope is eroded away. It also would con-
siderably retard any breach that might begin to form during an
overtopping. The concrete core wall is also a positive barrier
to any animals burrowing in the embankment. One woodchuck hole
was observed at about midheight on the downstream slope among
boulders at about Sta 1+70.

Trees and Shrubs - The crest, the entire downstream slope,
and the upstream slope along the normal water line are all fully
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forested with trees and shrubs, as shown in the Overview Photo
and Photo A-2A. This vegetation prevents any effective obser-
vation of seeps that may occur through the embankment.

465 Spoil on Crest and Downstream Slope - The drawing for
repair of the dam in 1939 (see Appendix 0-I) shows a downstream
slope of 2H:IV. The measured downstream slope at its steepest
portion is 1.25H:lV (see Photo A-3A). Also, the crest is at a
higher elevation along much of its length, by about 2 feet, than
is shown in the 1939 and 1956 reconstruction drawings. At about
Sta 1+70 to 2+20 on the downstream slope there is a pile of dis-
carded boulders, also shown in Photo A-3A.

It is probable that this steeper-than-designed downstream
slope and higher crest were built up from spoil removed from the
bottom of the lake. This spoil material, if it became saturated by
leakage through the core wall, high rainfall, or minor overtopping,
would be unstable. In addition, if the spoil is less pervious than
the embankment, it could act as a cap on the downstream slope, pre-
venting proper drainage and reducing stability.

Surface Erosion - Extensive erosion of the upstream slope
has occurred both to the left and to the right of the spillway
(see Photos A-2A and A-7A). This erosion has not proceeded further
into the dam due to the core wall.

The entire upstream slope is wave-cut at the normal lake
level and a beach has formed in the riprap.

Soil has been extensively eroded from the downstream toe
of the dam to the right of the right spillway training wall (see
Photo A-4A). This latter erosion may have occurred during the flood
in 1955 and was not repaired, or it may have been repaired and re-
eroded.

Seepage - One seep was observed on the downstream side.
It was exiUtingfrom a point 18 inches below and 12 inches to the
right of the low-level outlet conduit (shown as an iron-stained
zone on the left in Photo A-4B). This seep was clear, running at
6 to 10 gpm, and appeared to be exiting from the top of bedrock.

Some dampness was observed at the level of the toe of the
pile of boulders on the downstream slope.

c. Appurtenant Structures

1) Intake Structure and Control Tower

The intake structure and control tower are one and
the same concrete structure located upstream of the dam, in the
reservoir, surrounded by water (see Photo A-5A). Only the upper
part of the control tower was visible for inspection. The lower
part of the tower and the intake structure were submerged.
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Z3 From what was readily visible from shore, the control
tower is in pc-r condition. The concrete is eroded and stained.
The brackets for the slide gate control mechanism are also rusted
and appear to be loose.

On top of the control tower there is a control mechan-
ism (see Photo A-5A) for the 30-inch-diameter slide gate on the out-
let conduit. The gate stem, which runs up the downstream side of
the tower, and the control mechanism are rusted and in poor condition.
The control mechanism is inoperable, according to the Operator's son,
and its handwheel is missing. The slide gate is presently closed
and has not been operated for a number of years.

2) Outlet Structure and Outlet Conduit

The outlet structure consists of just the exposed end
of the square outlet conduit (see Photo A-4B). The outlet structure
concrete is scaling and discolored. The outlet conduit is also
silted in to about one-half its normal depth as far upstream as
could be seen. The remainder of the inside of the outlet conduit
was not observable.

3) Spillway and Discharge Channel

The.spillway is at the left side of the dam looking
downstream (see Overview Photo). The spillway consists of a concrete
ogee-like weir section with flashboards and a concrete discharge
channel with concrete training walls (see Photos A-5B, A-6A, and
A-6B). In general, the concrete of the spillway and discharge
channel is in fair to poor condition.

The upper one foot of concrete of the left training
wall is crumbling (see Photos A-6B and A-7A). There is deterior-
ation of the cold joints as well as cracking and efflorescence of
the concrete. Available records indicate that the top of the left
training wall was raised during the 1956 reconstruction (see Section
2.2b).

The right training wall has a crack its full height,
at about the toe of the ogee section (see Photo A-8A). There is
a large spall at the right training wall contact with the downstream
side of the ogee crest (see Photo A-7B) and erosion of this training
wall at the water line on the upstream side near the spillway (see
Photo A-2A). There is erosion of the concrete along the base of
the right training wall due to the flow of water (see Photo A-BA).
Efflorescence, minor cracking, and the location of cold joints can
be seen in Photos A-7B and A-8A.

454 The face of the ogee-like spillway section is eroded
and the concrete is spalling and scaling (see Photo A-7B). There
is also considerable erosion and spalling of the spillway-to-channel
bottom transition joint (see Photo A-6B) and the erosion is as much
as one foot deep in some places.
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The discharge channel slab is cracking (see Photo
A-8B) and there are spalls along its construction joints. The
channel concrete along the base of the right training wall is also
eroding due to flow which concentrates there. There are also two
seeps through cracks in the concrete floor of the spillway discharge
channel. One seep is flowing clear at about 1 gpm and the other
is flowing clear at about 25 gpm (see Photo A-8B). There are iron
stains where the seeps exit. The seepage may be entering the pave-
ment through cracks higher up on the floor of the spillway.

d. Reservoir Area

The reservoir area is grassed or forested with hardwoods
(see Photo A-9A). Slopes are gentle and there was no indication
that excessive erosion or slope failures into the reservoir might
occur.

e. Downstream Channel

The downstream channel (see Photo A-9B) is a continuation
of the Palmaghatt Kill starting from the toe of the dam and the
downstream end of the spillway discharge channel. Downstream
of the dam the Palmaghatt Kill is a somewhat rocky channel that is
wooded along both sides.

3.2 EVALUATION

The cracked core wall makes it necessary to assume that the
core wall is absent for the purpose of evaluating potential piping.

The spoil material that was placed on the downstream side of
the dam probably was merely dumped loosely. If it becomes saturated
due to seepage, high rainfall, or minor overtopping, it is likely
to fail since it was dumped to a slope of 1.25H:IV.

The spoil, trees, brush and the boulders on the downstream
slope make it impossible to inspect the slope adequately.

.455 Erosion that is occurring adjacent to the spillway on the
upstream and downstream side should be repaired. Also, the wave-
cut upstream slope should be repaired by replacing riprap and re-
moving the trees and brush.

The outlet pipe slide gate does not work. It should be re-
paired and then exercised regularly.

The outlet conduit should be dewatered, cleaned, and then
inspected to ascertain its condition.

The large vertical crack in the right training wall should
be checked periodically for possible worsening condition.
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The seeps through the spillway discharge channel floor should
be investigated further when the water level is below the spillway
crest to try and find their origin.

The zones of eroded and deteriorated concrete of the discharge
channel, spillway crest, and training walls should be repaired.
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74 SECTION 4

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES

4.1 OPERATION PROCEDURES

There are no written operation procedures for the dam.

Tillson Lake is used for recreational purposes. The outlet
conduit sluice gate is normally shut. The dam has 3-foot-high
flashboards which are in place from May through September (essen-
tially the summer season) and are normally removed by the Operator's
son for the period of October through April (fall-winter-spring).

At the time of inspection on April 8, 1981 the lake level was
about 2 inches higher than the concrete weir crest with outflow
estimated to be about 5 cfs. Three of the four 13.75-foot-long
sections of flashboards were still in place on the weir crest
since only one section had been removed prior to this last winter.

4.2 MAINTENANCE OF DAM AND OPERATING FACILITIES

There are no maintenance procedures for the dam.

The Operator visits the dam site at least twice a week during
the summer and randomly at other times. The outlet conduit sluice
gate, normally closed, is inoperable. It can only be reached by
boat and the operating handwheel is missing. The sluice gate
was reportedly last operated 15 or 20 years ago. In about 1979 a
diver casually looked at the sluice gate while looking for a lost
watch. The Operator's son indicated that the diver verbally re-
ported that there was a buildup of debris in front of the gate
and that it was corroded.

The lake used to be drained for cleaning about every 10 years,
but this was last done in the 1960's according to the Operator's
son. The flashboards are replaced or repaired as required.

4.3 EMERGENCY ACTION PLAN AND WARNING SYSTEM

There is no emergency action plan and warning system for the
dam.

AS 4.4 EVALUATION

Maintenance of the dam is unsatisfactory. The condition of
the dam and its appurtenances seems to indicate that it receives
little to no routine maintenance. Large trees, brush, and debris
cover the upstream and downstream slopes. There is erosion damage
to the upstream slope near the right training wall of the spillway.
The outlet sluice gate is in a state of disrepair and the downstream
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end of the outlet conduit is silted in for half its depth.
Effective operation and maintenance procedures need to be de-
veloped and implemented by the Owner in order to avoid continued
deterioration of the dam.

The Owner should develop an emergency action plan outlining
action to be taken to minimize the downstream effects of an emer-
gency, together with an effective warning system.

4-2
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75- SECTION 5

HYDROLOGY AND HYDRAULICS

5.1 DRAINAGE AREA CHARACTERISTICS

Tillson Lake Dam and Tillson Lake are located on the Palmaghatt

Kill in southeastern New York. About 1.5 miles downstream of the
dam, the Palmaghatt Kill joins the Shawangunk Kill. The Shawangunk
Kill drains to the northeast into the Wallkill River, which in turn
drains to the Rondout Creek. The Rondout Creek flows east and
discharges into the Hudson River at Kingston.

The total drainage area at the dam is about 4.78 square miles,
of which about 0.035 square miles (22.7 acres), or less than one
percent, is actual reservoir surface at the spillway crest (see
Appendix C-6). Being in the Shawangunk Mountains, the topography
is characterized by slopes of from 10% to 25%. Elevations in the
drainage area vary from EL 370 to EL 2180.

5.2 ANALYSIS CRITERIA

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Hydrologic Engineering Center's
Program HEC-l DB (Reference 3) was used to develop the test flood
hydrology and perform the reservoir routing.

The purpose of this analysis was to evaluate the dam and
spillway with respect to their surcharge storage and spillway
capacity. Accordingly, it was assumed that the water surface was
at the spillway crest, with flashboards removed (normal fall-winter-
spring condition), at the start of the flood routing. In addition,
the outlet conduit was assumed to be closed, as it is normally. The
outlet conduit gate is presently inoperable anyway.

A constant base flow of 2 cfs per square mile was chosen to
represent average conditions in the drainage area and was inputted
into the program for all subareas.

The index PMP (probable maximum precipitation) input to the
HEC-l DB program was 21 inches for a 24-hour duration all-season
storm over a 200-square-mile basin, according to HMR 33 (Reference
4). Maximum 6-hour, 12-hour, and 24-hour precipitation for the
actual size of the drainage area (same for 10 square miles or
less) were inputted to the program as percentages of the index
PMP in accordance with HMR 33. A storm reduction coefficient was
then applied internally by the program in order to transpose or
center the storm over the actual total drainage area. Thus, the
corrected 24-hour PMP for the actual total drainage area became
22.2 inches. All rainfall was distributed using the Standard
Project Storm arrangement embedded in the program. (Note: Only
a 24-hour PMP was modeled. If a 48-hour PMP had been used, as is
customary, the corrected 48-hour PMP would have been 23.9 inches,
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inflow to the reservoir would have been slightly more, and spillway
capacity would have been slightly more inadequate than shown by the
analysis in this report.)

76 Appendix C-8 summarizes the subarea, loss'rate, and unit
hydrograph data input to the program. Only two subareas were used.
Subarea 1 consists of all the drainage area around the reservoir,
and Subarea 2 consists of just the reservoir surface. For the
land in Subarea 1, loss rates were assumed to be 1.0 inch initially
and a constant 0.1 inch per hour thereafter. Snyder unit hydrograph
parameters were chosen from the 1977 Lower Hudson River Basin Flood
Routing Model (Reference 20). A conservative standard lag time was
computed. The program uses the inputted lag time and Snyder peaking
coefficient to solve by iteration for approximate Clark coefficients,
which are then used to calculate the runoff hydrograph.

For the reservoir surface making up Subarea 2, loss rates were
set to zero so that rainfall would equal rainfall excess, or runoff.
Assuming no delay in the rainfall/runoff response, a constant unit
hydrograph for a rainfall duration equal to the HEC-l DB calculation
interval was developed per Appendix C-8 and inputted to the program.

The floods selected for analysis were full and 1/2 PMF (probable
maximum flood). Floods as ratios of the PMF (e.g., 1/2 PMF) were
taken as ratios of runoff, not of precipitation. Peak inflow for
the PMF is about 6,870 cfs or 1,437 csm (cfs per square mile). Peak
outflow is not reduced at all by reservoir routing and is the same
as peak inflow. For 1/2 PMF the peak inflow is about 3,440 cfs
(720 csm) and the routed peak outflow is about 3,430 cfs (718 cam).

5.3 RESERVOIR CAPACITY

Storage capacity for the reservoir, assumed to be at the
spillway crest without flashboards, EL 370, was obtained from ap-
plications for the two reconstructions of the dam in 1939 and in
1956 (see Appendicies F3-3 & F3-11). USGS contour mapping (see
Appendix C-5) was used to obtain area measurements inside contour
elevations above the spillway crest and the capacity of the reservoir
for these areas was computed by the method of conic sections. A
hand tabulation of the reservoir volumes inputted to the program
is on Appendix C-6.

At the spillway crest without flashboards, EL 370, the reser-
voir has a capacity of 230 acre-feet. At the spillway crest with
flashboards, EL 373, the reservoir has a capacity of 312 acre-feet.
At the top of dam, EL 376, the reservoir has a capacity of 394
acre-feet. Maximum surcharge storage between the spillway crest
without flashboards and the top of dam amounts to 164 acre-feet,
or about 0.6 of an inch of runoff from the total 4.78-square-mile
drainage area. Therefore, the reservoir has almost no capacity to
attenuate peak inflow.
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5.4 SPILLWAY CAPACITY

The dam has a 55-foot-long concrete ogee-like spillway. During
the summer the spillway is used with 3-foot-high flashboards, but
for modeling purposes the flashboards were assumed not to be in
place as is normal during fall, winter, and spring. The top of

'62 the dam is about 6 feet higher than the spillway crest without
flashboards.

The discharge capacity for the service spillway was computed
assuming critical flow over a sharp-crested weir. Since the spillway
weir is not a true ogee and has a shallow approach depth due to silt
buildup, the sharp-crested weir approximation is considered adequate
for this analysis. Reduction in discharge capacity due to abutment
contractions was neglected. The spillway discharge computations are
presented on Appendix C-7. With water 6 feet over the spillway
crest without flashboards (i.e., water level at top of dam) the
spillway discharges about 2,690 cfs. With the 3-foot flashboards
in place and the same water level at top of dam, the spillway dis-
charge is reduced to about 950 cfs.

The 1956 application for reconstruction of the dam (see Appen-
dix F3-12) indicates that the spillway was designed to safely dis-
charge 1,250 cfs at a pool level 3.5 feet above the spillway crest.
Present discharge computations in this analysis are slightly more
conservative and show that a pool level of about 3.6 feet above
the spillway crest is required to achieve the design discharge.

Total discharge from the dam consists of Just flow from the
spillway. As discussed previously in Section 5.2, the capacity of
the outlet conduit was neglected since it is normally closed and
presently inoperable. The weir parameters for the service spillway
were inputted to the HEC-l DB program which did the spillway dis-
charge calculations during the flood routing.

5.5 FLOODS OF RECORD

As noted in Section 2.3c, the dam was overtopped and breached
by a flood on September 21, 1938, and again overtopped and damaged
by a flood in August 1955. The spillway was flashboarded just
prior to both flood events and available records imply that the
boards did not fail during either flood. For the 1938 flood, it
appears that there were 4-foot-high flashboards level with the top
of the dam and water spilled over a portion of the top of the dam.
The depth of flow over the top is unknown. For the 1955 flood,
the maximum pool level is reported in the 1956 Engineer's Report
see Appendix F3-9) to have been about 2 feet over the flashboards
boards appear to have been about 2 feet high at that time). Using
the spillway capacity data developed in Section 5.4, the correspond-
ing flood discharge in 1955 is estimated to have been about 500 cfs
(105 csm), or only about 7% of the PMF peak outflow predicted. 500
cfs is probably equal to or greater than the 1938 flood, since during
that event 500 cfs would have required a depth of flow over the
entire top of dam and flashboarded spillway of about 8 inches.
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5.6 OVERTOPPING POTENTIAL

The results of the overtopping analysis using the HEC-1 DB
program are summarized in Table 5.1. The overtopping analysis
computer input and output for the PMF and 1/2 PMF are included
starting on Appendix C-9.

As noted from Table 5.1, the PMF overtops the dam by about 2.2
feet maximum with duration of overtopping of about 7.2 hours. 1/2
PMF also overtops the dam but only by 0.6 of a foot maximum with
duration of overtopping of about 3.3 hours. Peak inflows are
6,870 cfs for the PMF and 3,440 cfs for 1/2 PMF. PMF peak outflow
is the same as inflow, while 1/2 PMF peak outflow is reduced slight-
ly by reservoir routing to 3,430 cfs. Time to maximum stage, or
the time from the start of the 24-hour storm to peak outflow, is
about 20 hours for both PMF and 1/2 PMF. The peak portion of the
inflow and outflow hydrographs for the PMF and 1/2 PMF are shown
by the computer plots on Appendices C-15 and C-16. Total project
discharge capacity at the top of dam is due only to'the spillway
(no flashboards, outlet conduit closed) and is about 2,690 cfs, or
only about 39% of the PMF peak outflow and about 78% of the 1/2 PMF
peak outflow.

Tillson Lake Dam was also modeled with the 3-foot-high flash-
boards in place on the spillway. For this case the total project
discharge capacity at the top of dam is only about 950 cfs, or only
about 14% of the PMF peak outflow. The PMF overtops the dam by
about 3.0 feet and 1/2 PMF overtops the dam by about 1.6 feet. The
computer input and output are included starting on Appendix C-17
and the results are summarized by footnote (e) on Table 5.1.

5.7 EVALUATION

Maximum spillway discharge capacity without flashboards is only
about 39% of the PMF peak outflow. The 1/2 PMF would overtop the
earth embankment and would probably cause failure. The dam has
failed completely due to overtopping once in the past in 1938 caus-
ing violent flooding and damage downstream. It is judged that fail-
ure due to overtopping would significantly increase the hazard to
loss of life downstream from that which would exist just prior to
failure. Therefore, in accordance with Corps of Engineers' screen-
ing criteria for review of spillway adequacy, spillway capacity is
considered "seriously inadequate" and the dam is assessed as "unsafe,
non-emergency".
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TABLE 5.1

TILLSON LAKE DAM

OVERTOPPING ANALYSIS

CONDITIONS Total Drainage Area = 4.78 square miles
Start Routing at Spillway Crest EL 370
Top of Dam EL 376
Total Project Discharge Capacity at Top of Dam = 2,690 cfs +

due to spillway (flashboards removed ).
Outlet conduit closed.

Some values rounded from computed results.

PMF 1/2 PMF (a)INFLOW

24-hour Rainfall (inches) 22.2 12.4 (I)

24-hour Rainfall Excess (inches )c) 19.5 9.7 (d)

(cfs) 6,870 3,440
Peak Inflow

(csm) 1,437 720

OUTFLOW

(cfs) 6,870 3,430
Peak Outflow

(csm) 1,437 718
Time to Peak Outflow (hours) 20.0 20.1
Maximum Storage (acre-feet) 455 410

Max. W.S. Elevation (feet-NGVD) 378.2 (e) 376.6 (e)

Minimum Freeboard (feet) overtopped overtopped

Maximum Depth over Dam (feet) 2.2 0.6
Duration of Overtopping (hours) 7.2 3.3

(a) One-half of PMF total runoff, including base flow. For PMF base flow = 2 cfs per
square mile = 10 cfs ±

(b) Approximation assuming total losses are the same as for the PMF.
(c) Rainfall Excess = Rainfall for the Reservoir Surface. For the rest of the drainage area,

losses are assumed to be 1.0 inch initially and 0.1 inch per hour thereafter.
(d) Equal to one-half of PMF value.
(e) If 3-foot high floshboards are in place and do not fail, total discharge capacity at top

of dam = 950 cfs + ; for PMF, peak outflow = 6,870 cfs ± and dam overtopped by 3.0 feet;
for 1/2 PMF,,peak outflow = 3,430 cfs ± and dam overtopped by 1.6 feet.
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94, SECTION 6

STRUCTURAL STABILITY

6.1 EVALUATION OF STRUCTURAL STABILITY

a. Visual Observations

The steep (1.25H:IV) downstream slope apparently was
formed by dumping spoil from the lake bottom loosely on top of
the original dam. This slope is very likely to slide downstream
if it becomes saturated by seepage through the cracked core wall,
heavy rain, or minor overtopping of the dam. The failure of this
mass of material may or may not cut into the original slope of the
dam.

b. Design and Construction Data

The design and construction data indicate that the down-
stream slope should be 2H:IV. The steeper existing downstream
slope was discussed above.

No existing stability analysis was found for any part of

the dam.

c. Operating Records

No operating records were found or operational problems
reported which would adversely affect the stability of the dam.

d. Post-Construction Changes

The post-construction change was discussed in 6.1a above.

e. Seismic Stability

This dam is in Seismic Zone 1. According to Recommended
Guidelines (Reference I) a seismic stability analysis is not re-
quired.

6.2 STABILITY ANALYSIS

The concrete spillway is a gravity structure varying in height
from about 4 feet to 20 feet. An independent structural stability
analysis was performed on a representative section about 16 feet
high. The cross section for analysis was chosen about 10 feet
from the right training wall where the effects of lateral support
due to the training wall are considered minimal. The cross section
geometry is based on a 1939 reconstruction drawing (see Appendix
G-l) and on visual observation (see Photos A-6B and A-7B). The
following loading cases were analyzed:
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29 Case 1 - Normal pool at flashboard crest 3 feet above
spillway crest, full headwater uplift, no tail-
water, silt load starting 3 feet below spillway
crest based on observation.

Case 2 - Normal pool at spillway crest, no flashboards,
ice load of 5 kips per linear foot for ice 1.0
foot thick, full headwater uplift, tailwater and
silt load same as Case 1.

Case 3 - Half PMF pool at EL 376.6 or 6.6 feet above spillway
crest, tailwater estimated at 5 feet deep or 11 feet
below spillway crest, full headwater and tailwater
uplift, no flashboards, silt load same as Case 1.

Case 4 - Full PMF pool at EL 378.2 or 8.2 feet above spillway
crest, tailwater estimated at 6 feet deep or 10 feet
below spillway crest, remaining conditions same as
Case 3.

The results of the stability analysis are summarized in Table
6-.1. The computations are included in Appendix D.

For all the loading cases analyzed, minimum satisfactory over-
turning stability is considered to be a factor of safety of 1.5
with-the resultant passing through the middle third of the base.
For sliding stability, because of the method of analysis used and
the conservative assumptions that were made about foundation mater-
ial properties, a minimum satisfactory factor of safety of 2.0 is
considered appropriate for all the loading cases analyzed, rather
than the customary 3.0. Both overturning and sliding stability must
be satisfactory in order for stability of the section to be satis-
factory.

As noted from Table 6.1, the spillway has unsatisfactory
stability for all four primary loading cases. Included in the un-
satisfactory rating are the normal summer condition and winter ice
load condition, Cases 1 and 2 respectively. Case IA, normal pool
at spillway crest with no flashboards, which represents normal spring
and fall conditions under present operating procedures, is the only
case where the spillway appears to have acceptable stability, and
then only by a small margin. This normal spring condition essen-
tially prevailed on the day of the visual inspection.

'29b Case lB is the same as Case 1 except that the very large
shear key at the heel of the section is assumed to help resist
overturning. This causes the overturning stability to become
barely satisfactory, but tensile stresses must extst in the
concrete in order to allow the shear key to be effective. The
concrete is assumed to be unreinforced since no data was found
to the contrary. Development of tensile stresses in unreinforced
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TABLE 6.1

TILLSON LAKE DAM

STABILITY ANALYSIS OF GRAVITY SECTIONS

--------- OVERTURNING-------

FACTOR OF LOCATION OF SLIDING FACTOR
CASE SAFETY (a) RESULTANT (b) OF SAFETY (c)

J SpilIway Section

1- Normal Pool
with Flashboards 1.24 unsatkfactory 0.22b 1.75 unsatisfactory

1A- no Flashboards 1.63 0.38b 2.51
18- with Flashboards

and U/S shear key 1.53 (tensile stresses) 0.39b 1.75 unsatisfactory

2- Normal Pool,
no Flashboards, Ice Load 1.05 unsatisfactory 0.05b 2.16

3- Half PMF Pool,
no Flashboards <1.17 unsatisfactory < 0.14b < 1.57 unsatisfactory

4- Full PMF Pool,
no Flashboards <1.10 unsatisfactory < 0.09b < 1.45 unsatisfactory

Right Training Wall of Spillway Discharge Channel

1- Normal Conditions 0.78 unstable -0.14b j 7.56

(a) Overturning factor of safety is ratio of resisting moments to driving moments taken
about the toe.

(b) Distance from toe to point where resultant posses through base, expressed in terms of
base dimension "b". Middle third of base is 0.33b to 0.67b.

(c) For spillway section, sliding factor of safety is ratio of shear resistance moment to
driving moments taken about the center of a circular arc failure plane. For spillway
training wall, sliding factor of safety is ratio of shear resistance force to driving
forces taken along a horizontal failure plane.
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concrete is itself considered unsatisfactory. Therefore, the
stability of Case lB must be considered just as unsatisfactory
as Case 1.

For Cases 3 and 4, the 1/2 PMF and PMF conditions, it should
be noted that the full weight of the flowing water on the face of
the spillway was taken into account as a resisting force. Con-
sidering the relatively steep face of the spillway and the high
head and discharge for the 1/2 PMF and PMF conditions, it is prob-
able that the flowing water would exert little to no pressure -
or even negative pressure - on face of the spillway. Therefore,
the actual stability might be even more unsatisfactory than presently
computed, even to the point where the spillway would become unstable
under 1/2 PMF and PMF conditions.

In view of the apparent unsatisfactory stability of the
spillway, it is recommended that a detailed structural stability
investigation of the spillway be conducted to better assess its
stability under all loading conditions.. The investigation should
include appropriate field and laboratory work to determine foundation
material properties and structural details. Also, the effect of
lateral support offered by the spillway abutments may need to be
evaluated. The investigation should determine what modifications,
if any, are necessary to achieve satisfactory stability.

The right concrete training wall of the spillway discharge
channel is also a significant gravity structure. Its failure would
threaten the safety of the embankment behind it. A section of
this wall was analyzed under normal earth load conditions with an
assumed normal water level in the embankment of 5 feet above the
spillway channel floor. The cross section for analysis was chosen
at the maximum unsupported height of about 21 feet which occurs at
about the spillway toe. The results of the analysis are summarized
in Table 6.1, while the computations are included starting on
Appendix D-19.

As noted from Table 6.1, the training wall is critically un-
stable against overturning for normal conditions. Sliding stability
does not appear to be a problem. Since the wall has not in fact
failed, the present analysis must not reflect the true support
system of the wall and/or the actual loading conditions. The wall
was assumed to be unreinforced since no data was found to the con-
trary.

141 In view of the apparent instability of the right training
wall of the spillway discharge channel, it is recommended that
the training wall be included in the detailed structural stability
investigation previously recommended for the spillway itself.
Similar to the spillway study, the investigation of the right
training wall should include determination of embankment loading
conditions and structural details, the possible need to evaluate
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the affects of lateral support offered by the spillway, and the
determination of any modifications necessary to achieve satis-
factory stability.
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40 SECTION 7

ASSESSMENT AND RECOMMENDATIONS

7.1 ASSESSMENT

a. Safety

Visual inspection of Tillson Lake Dam revealed the
following deficiencies which affect the safety of the dam:

1) Discarded spoil and boulders on top of the original
downstream slope and crest.

2) Multiple cracks in the concrete core wall.

3) Trees and shrubs on the entire downstream slope,
the crest, and along the water line upstream.

4) Erosion adjacent to the spillway and along the
upstream slope.

Hydrologic and hydraulic analysis indicates that maximum
spillway discharge capacity without flashboards is only about 39%
of the PMF peak outflow. The 1/2 PMF would overtop the earth em-
bankment and would probably cause failure. It is judged that fail-
ure due to overtopping would significantly increase the hazard to
loss of life downstream from that which would exist just prior to
failure. Therefore, in accordance with Corps of Engineers' screening
criteria for review of spillway adequacy, spillway capacity is con-
sidered "seriously inadequate" and the dam is assessed as unsafe,
non- emergency".

Structural stability analysis of the spillway section in-
dicates unsatisfactory stability for normal summer conditions and
winter ice load conditions, as well as for 1/2 PMF and PMF conditions.
Normal spring and fall conditions (with flashboards removed) result
in satisfactory stability by only a small margin. Structural sta-
bility analysis of the right training wall of the spillway discharge
channel indicates critical instability for normal conditions.

b. Adequacy of Information

Available information together with that gathered during
the visual inspection, while considered adequate for this Phase I
Inspection, is deficient in the following respects:

291 1) The downstream slope and crest are covered with
miscellaneous fill, boulders, and trees, making
it impossible to observe their condition adequately.
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2) There are no data available on material properties
of the foundation under the spillway, embankment
loading conditions behind the right training wall
of the spillway discharge channel, and structural
details inside the spillway and-right training wall.
Such data critically affect the structural stability
analysis of these two sections.

3) Minor inconsistencies in the engineering data avail-
able, based on field observation and checking, are
itemized in Section 2.4 c.

c. Need for Additional Investigations

The following detailed engineering investigations should
be performed by a registered professional engineer qualified by
training and experience in the design of dams:

1) Perform a detailed hydrologic and hydraulic analysis
to better assess spillway adequacy. This should
include a more accurate determination of the site
specific characteristics of the watershed.

2) Investigate the character of the spoil material on
the downstream slope to determine whether it should
be removed and, if so, provide the procedure for
removal.

3) Determine whether major repairs should be made to
the core wall.

4) Investigate the origin of the seeps through the
floor of the spillway discharge channel.

5) Perform a detailed structural stability analysis
of the spillway and of the right training wall of
the spillway discharge channel to better assess
their stability under all loading conditions. This
should include investigation of foundation conditions,
embankment loading conditions, and structural details.
The large vertical crack in the right training wall
should be taken into account.

29. d. Urgency

As recommended below in Section 7.2a, the flashboards
should be removed from the spillway immediately. Also, a program
to visually inspect the dam at least once a month should be in-
stituted immediately. As recommended below in Section 7.2b, de-
velopment of an emergency action plan should be completed within
3 months after receipt of this Phase I Inspection Report by the
Owner. While the action plan is being developed, and within 3
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months after receipt of this report by the Owner, the investigations
recommended above in Section 7.1c should be started.

Any remedial work deemed necessary as a result of these
investigations should be completed within 18 months after receipt
of this report by the Owner.

Measures recommended below in Section 7.2c should be
completed within 12 months after receipt of this report by the
Owner.

7.2 RECOMMENDED MEASURES

The following work should be performed by the Owner. Where
engineering assistance is indicated, the Owner should engage a
registered professional engineer qualified by training and exper-
ience in the design of dams. Assistance by such an engineer may
also be useful for some of the other work.

a. Complete Immediately

1) Remove the flashboards from the spillway and keep
them removed pending the results of the detailed
hydrologic and hydraulic analysis.

2) Institute a program to visually inspect - not just
casually look at - the dam and its appurtenances at
least once a month.

b. Complete Within 3 Months

Develop an emergency action plan outlining action to be
taken to minimize the downstream effects of an emergency, together
with an effective warning system.

c. Complete Within 12 Months

1) Remove trees and brush and their root systems from
all surfaces of the dam and for 20 feet downstream
of the toe in accordance with procedures established
by an engineer. Continue to keep these same areas
clear by cutting brush and trees and mowing grass
at least annually.

61 2) Repair the eroded zones of the embankment adjacent
to the spillway and along the upstream slope in
accordance with a design by an engineer.

3) Monitor the seep adjacent to the outlet conduit
and have the data evaluated in accordance with
procedures established by an engineer.
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I

4) Dewater and clean the outlet conduit and have it
inspected by an engineer.

3 5) Restore the outlet conduit sluice gate to operation
and exercise it regularly.

6) Contingent on the results of the detailed stability
analysis by an engineer, repair the zones of eroded
and deteriorated concrete of the spillway, discharge
channel, and training walls in accordance with a
design by the engineer.

7) Develop and implement effective routine operation
and maintenance procedures for the dam and its
appurtenances.

8) Institute a program of comprehensive technical
inspection of the dam and its appurtenances by an
engineer on a periodic basis of at least once every
two years.

d. Complete Within 18 Months

The following remedial work should be completed by the
Owner. A qualified, registered professional engineer should design
and observe the construction of the remedial work.

1) Appropriate modifications as a result of the detailed
hydrologic and hydraulic analysis.

2) Appropriate modifications as a result of investigating
the spoil material on the downstream slope.

3) Appropriate modifications as a result of investigating
the cracks in the core wall.

.4) Appropriate modifications as a result of investigating
the seeps through the floor of the discharge channel.

5) Appropriate modifications as a result of the detailed
structural stability analysis of the spillway and of
the right training wall of the spillway discharge
channel.
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A-2A Upstream slope oF dam looking toward right abutment. Note
erosion oF training wall and upstream slope near spillway
4/8/81

ma

A-2B Top of dam looking toward left abutment - 4/8/81
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A-3A Downstream slope of dam from 20 feet downstream of toe
at about Sta 3 + 00 - 4/8/81

A-313 Crack at core wall and right training wall junction -4/8/81
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A-4A Erosion at right side of downstream end of right training wall
of spillway discharge channel. Eddy probably caused the
erosion - 4/8/81

I

- A-4B Outlet conduit looking upstream. A seep is barely visible at
the left side of the outlet conduit - 4/8/81
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- J A-5A Cooknto dowensiegatecnlmcim - 4/8/81
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- I A-6A Spillway discharge channel looking upstream. Note erosion

at downstream end of left training wall and seep in middle

through channel bottom -4/8/81

I

I : ,

I A-6B Spillway crest looking toward left

abutment. Note erosion at ogee and
channel transition and siltation
upstream oc weir - 4/8/81
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A-7A Left training wall and exposed core wall at spillway crest.
Note cold joints and deteriorated condition of concrete

1 4/8/81

I
I
I .
I

- I A-7B Right training wall at spillway crest. Note spalling at
training wall and ogee intersection and erosion and scaling
of downstream side of ogee section - 4/8/81
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A-8A Right training wall at downstream
end of ogee section. Note vertical

crack in wall and flow concentra-
tion and resulting erosion along
base of wall -4/8/81
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5 PHASE I

VISUAL INSPECTION CHECKLISTI
1. BASIC DATA

I a. General

Name of Dam Zl/i0a,, I.nke. Vo,,

Fed. I.D.# NY0OOZ5, DEC Dam No. \9W -ZAO

I River Basin LowEJK 14LcDsom

Location: Town G^.\wE County _U)_Tr1v

I Stream Name Fm v. i Lu_

Tributary of SVACkNG -Ki -.

Latitude (N) 1'> 40.S' Longitude (W) 7Vt 14.61

j Type of Dam v-AJ(V% -I t -oij E:T£ c.opF_ WLL

Hazard Classification __ __

Date(s) of Inspection >

Weather Conditions SuNNY .. pa\ b.

Reservoir Level at Time of Inspection ?b70.k7 t

b. Inspection Personnel (*Recorder) 5 Et-.u -

F vw4 \,om-- -A?-. - 'T,\ - v . ouo 0L - C)O I

c. Persons Contacted (Including Title, Address & Phone No.)

QE0r. SUPOtNCA. VI\CY. -FIfS1V4T ;2V rnILLSO3 LkYE R.EC. 4 K1NC..

*~~~~C' EE, U-rt4- 0. D NIOs

kL%o JW-C KEK C-J3NFY .?Ps air ht~.,S~J L-AKIE f~c. PAJ. Qb OFRAbT&

d. History .e. E
Date Constructed /11o'-vif Date(s) Reconstructed 1'9&*19,S6

Designer ORI&IJAL- VAKo jN P I?.1 - 5. LF .v. /9s&-T'". 7 -LAK.(

Constructed By UNKJO1N

Owner U/- U R-AL-7Y. INC. .00 S9V/aye/ g.; SErCAkuS; MlO7094
AIm): Jos5_PH UA/Ue , MeICNT (.o1) 8+s -Y9Oo

B-1
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1568 Name of Dam 7__ilon lake Darn Date 4 2

* 2. EMBANKMENT

* a. Characteristics

GEl 1) Embankment Material Pyhpah, , ci'a/ ii/. (4, 169n1r,, r

GEl 2) Cutoff Type A/op7&

-3 l GEl. 3) Impervious Core cAceele cc,-e cute/ 181 .hdc' Ck op.

| old ;,,,s ,I corcitin -, / 7 of S-/,e-ca, c.d S2"

GEl 4) Irternal Drainage ystem A/o)7 e"

I GEl 5) Miscellaneous .haf de-*Med m eze,- ,ru" 25r)-.

I h~~~~,ind ha t5 A-ee1 -2 di-c q1,-decd1 S ~- id eri -~,-

GEl b. Crest ~A~Oe e- ~~-L-~

I GEI 1) Vertical Alignment /-,req Cl4ar- -+/ ±,f.

GE. 2) Horizontal Alignment /rreguq / 4 71 j

GEI 3) Lateral Movement l a/t o r- '/ /e,

1I

GEl 4) Surface Cracks earr&'ual/ 115 Cf~-edike Q1-sro.I/cJweu

Covre 4s 'c/-v ~ ~ o~c /l7 ,9L,I ~GEl 5) MiscellaneousCes-; r.cdc 4 / 1e A

I GEL c. Upstream Slope

GEl 1) Slope (Estimate H:V) I-.-IV qbove becl /. /V 4.e'cA.

GEl 2) Undesirable Growth or Debris, Animal Burrows_____

jle 7Ae5 ? & "o';7sA.-

GEl 3) Sloughing, Subsidence or Depressions tjdave aso., g

I ,QqoJI ve/ - lyyde AD core ctall 07 4Qollcjn.c

on & M X d - B-2



2786 Name of Dam F ./Io_,e k ,.-, Date a_ .,. 6/ 3

I GEI 4) Slope Protection 3 IvZ 1'. .5ov,-ie - /;o e/. o

GEL 5) Surface Cracks or Movement at Toe A/o-obsprvobJl

U
GEL d. Downstream Slope

U GEL 1) Slope (Estimate - H:V) /.25H.V

GEL 2) Undesirable Growth or Debris, Animal Burrows ) '&sA

rfe.s toZo in.-Rl fk1c eocks *'. /70oA J's lo~o

GEL 3) Sloughing, Subsidence or Depressions 4/arse c-oc ofI eyeccS5 r~lfe-iil has bce P/ACdcl whARA0 438 waAc

oec~rreC. 0/7e kjcJIhutck hole- a,"a,4 oflu2.

GEL 4) Surface Cracks or Movement at Toe A/lb-- o6se,-vez/e,

GEL 5) Seepage D6,71,2 ey- Age gfo ,'n'e ciA /ac,-,Jd (abo-c

I
of- tearock I ,kr-c-, /t- , c -*bPo-.-

GEL 6) External Drainage System (Ditches, Trenches, Blanket)

IW6.1.1e.
GEL 7) Condition Around Outlet Structure A/o ,

1 C/e,- .ee,) 1e - 6 /Op~jnwi /yA Ic

GEL 8) Seepage Beyond Toe een3 .'s iJ, beA/o.o o /t.,:u,',

GEl e. Abutments - Embankment Contact

I __ ooC1 . J.,WW,. _ ,.As 41- /a,,. e,' , A,rd,

Bd-3/ej Q7io-

I B- 3



4586 Name of Dam r//s1 or ZcA Dq Date ,p, .- 9/ 4I
GEl 1) Erosion at Contact A o y Le. l r owve)

GEl 2) Seepage Along Contact

I 3. DRAINAGE SYSTEMi GEI a. Description of System Aor,7e

I
GEl b. Condition of System A/.

GEl c. Discharge from Drainage System A/. 4I

4. INSTRUMENTATION (Monumentation/Surveys, Observation Wells,
GEL Weirs, Piezometers, Etc.) __

I ' 5. RESERVOIR

GEL a. Slopes 31 /V Laho re and /a -

GEI b. Sedimentation Q/a o fe-Yved

I GE c. Unusual Conditions Which Affect Dam A/,7e

* B-4



1285 Name of Dam__~/.5r Lakc_ l)ar" Date4 ~~ 5

6. AREA DOWNSTREAM OF DAM

a. Down stream Hazard (No. of Homes, Highways) etc.) ivc

~400 -t ?h VAOj9 SI~ oot 6V$ ~T VN.fty RICA~ t "ECM*NL

GEl b. Seepage, Growth 1-ii/y1 l~v kd . A/0 S-0enOj<.

3 ebb5er ve a-

GEI c. Evidence of Movement Beyond Toe of Dam_ _1V>jj _,,7c)1 d

d. Condition of Downstream Channel ~ C~SN.
se1OI-tj rSo $OAE T -4- 1$-USH ENCAok.c-1 Af: ".r

7. SPILLWAY(S)_(Including Discharge Channel)

a. General C-t-j--vjF -cE- ,eq~sTW~ ~eOc>R)Q

I SA.%L<: -4 1&L* 9kf'E$ SUP'POF~T' b ' W#3o0t*-

V\ tp1,' vil No P~q'/StoN . b &-V1ToA1L~jCUr

rO-%wG t4Kt k Tt-'-xiY 5aF-c-ri?.J A~,our Hi&H

0 rq L-FT NO±$C4 ~. .CT9o~~LftJT A -r-MUE OCEE

b. Conditon of Service Spillway C'rJ4K-- f:mqI r. ?Oo.

L~rr -'kAWNitJ V#JM-Lq FENDtnA~ 4 "rorpj~ b I~ OF C-C'NCF

jS CftUeN6-IN~C, C-e'L-t %jJIpdT W tQCoACT M111-0-9- CAACKIN~& !y 4EFLIECJCE

Jkt~m1mi--r.PJ1Nr, WN-- C..R^C.K fQ VU 1A jrwLL &t w P4. 7-ov1 Z om ~.

aft".eL C-p-r- S T -hIiC, WALL co~r~

6ic~ 0FOC, --T 1  -r&~ r~t AjNIIC- WAIL

s C..ition of *uxiliary spillbet C loe WA".~ CONTA.C-t £govIor

K-T WAt~f- LI( ,JNtA !LLIW AN/ -j u / M r,'e Ir~ H t %' ,/

.it-OC Fulj - EROSIO"J S C-ALU, 1 ~ Sr-UO ALtjCam pek~l WS FAxCA

C,9PJ0DLAL - soAI! AAi IuJ~jaC/N cLcFy MO's7 :50YUA/

+V1kAj rJfKC. (4.AU-Lo cke. JALI&C AT cAsruc.j1 o0 JaiJTS

C.. jo AqIIUAM SPILLWAY(

B-5



5 4599 Name of Dam rij/s 0 ,, Lqae Y~a', Date d~rS a/ 6

d. Condition of Discharge Channel c( cA~e~ g p As gE~pAs I' Sa-r&.4bJ

-*O~fF- NOb C.HANNE-L -nrp44sIriom. r-HANme L $M7om SLA15 CAMALUC,

3K W ro* -p 'JoiW~T-S IN. -5e 15R0-S1WJ -OF CAfA,.tQJ6L- - SCA&E1r

ALot-J& r3AS5 olf I~ cHr T1kAIPJPN& L4AUL WELj uHA&

3ygo sov L w"J~ e~ pace A -a ;;PL Ar 4Joirs OF C14AgMA 0L7roM.

I 8. RESERVOIR DRAIN/OUTLET

a. Type: Pipe____ Conduit.I Other________

I b. Material: Concrete V Metal____ other_____

c. Size: A.~~' Length px- C xIsr,
PT O'jTLF.T L_____d. Invert Elevations: Entrance Exit

e. Physical Condition (Describe)

Unobservable V (C~OiNOVrr SILTEP 114 A3OVr L.k

I -1) Material IoLS e-,pav-i-t Er is sc4AL cs '- tscoLokr.p

I2) Joints QWJOS5SPWASLE Alignment V^gofs$Et~8-#F.
3) Structural Integrity U1K*f

4) Hydraulic Capability CoN tVJIT SILT6P /,% L'

f. Means of Control: Gate V Valve___ Uncontrolled

Operation: Operable Inoperable v/ Other ____

I Present Condition (Describe) Cgr7 TC M =6A%. oiv.'Tq(oL A94WANIq$A

g. Other Outlets (water mains, diversion pipes)______

B- 6



0920 Name of Dam llscon take ZDon-" Date '4ar<~98 7

I 9. STRUCTURAL

a. Concrete Surfaces MOST -SqeFCI .vD(X SfIGN$1,S prIc% sW

* AA&INtE Ck NUKI% G ;SC-AUNC-; M40 5Vfl-o4JE SCN-. 5?A."LiN(a AT

Coa &L ~-t oF ToP oFr P.%CG,4V -TWPI4C N G i^Lt-

3b. Structural Cracking SSNJEKAL Tt4ApvCI- C-okt WALJ6 _O EF t.b

LE~f YkAftJING .. LL rSgF 7. Q,+-I C-AAN6L- S-A5. -ALso c.og>r

4 p i N rs i tj AtiAY -co j ctr-rE sup-PA cFA$

C. Movement - Horizontal & Vertical Alignment(Settlement)_IOP~- >s
I GEL d. Junctions with Abutments or Embankments________

GEL e.. Drains -Foundation, Joint, Face____________

I f. Water Passages, Conduits, Sluices___________

GEL '='-L NA 9HV OVT(t.T Cg) 0M 1'- Cp tj C & 15

GIg. Seepage or Leakage rTen S" g= &D22ye r rjFs-.ii,,cxQ

J ,thfofLgh 6-CAz, inr r Car7 ~c, A7oc, /C*J c/ec- a r p

.j e#Am# *ovmei fh~y C/'42(L

me pnhe fi00, a 3P)iJ

4A 0 7] U0 C T i e L 4
B-



* 0798 Name of Dam__7i/ISo., -a/ce Z)q!n Date A p 8

-h. Joints - Construction, etc._ AAtj-1 Coi..D \IOINT5:

3 La)I-ril SPALL/A'G Ar SoME 104?AITS I~

QCME *4 DISCHfAtG E CRkAA'MVL CjmxrAc-7 Atvo ALoNG.,

Io 1or t.FFT -101 4 WALL

GEl i. Foundation Realoki .coe4

I E ten~s ~A ,,~kc~fgIt~ acp.p yanl/J'At a tzoj

Ik. Control Gates 0.VTLcT C~~ONoLIr 6AT (ONLY 01Je)

1 i. Approach & Outlet Channels AppRopcj. H $o~z

O04/rLET C HIA'JCA cQ1kt vg s ->s iQWAL ToE -AL se 7 -,,

SLcr-s 1rOV.JAA-t' Lr=Fr Toe-r~jNNJC, WALL . :MIS CAU5Ss FItL.J ro

epeco-ic.rwtTFv;AT ar-g./'roe- 4A o"CSSeOFk6

in. Energy Dissipators (Plunge Pool, etc.)_________

-LROC K AT T>1,/S 5m> o c,1ANA4- AencAgs&R5A-r

n. Intake Structures____________________

T a.0 Stability ____________________ ______

p. Miscellaneous N/.

B-8



8876 Name of Dam La/kr- Lone Date 4pr. 8, /58/ 9

10. APPURTENANT STRUCTURES (Power House, Lock, Gatehouse, Service
Bridge, Other)

a. Description:_______________________

mAAWc~HJSM POP :SLA* C6A11 A cfESA5U5 -ON LI bY

b. Condition: oIJLY d-)r3,-AVA5L- ;rtoiw S5Hoe~

Com.ToL MA1C4AN$M IS

Is &9C't 4 rAWCDJ

SrTFFL UA Ts For MEGNASM */-.TC-AeAPA

4'COSE -+ IA.)CO tCoC90- kroli

11. MISCELLANEOUS MECHANICAL/ELECTRICAL__EQUIPMENT

a. Description:NI

b. Condition:_______________________

12. OTHER

B-9
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*4595

PHASE I INSPECTION

I HYDROLOGIC AND HYDRAULIC
ENGINEERING DATA CHI6CKLIST

Name Of Dam TIL-LSON UA44KE E>A, t Fed. Id.# NYOO01BI

1. iAREA-CAPACITY DATA

Elevation Surface Area Strae C~atai3(ft.) ( acres) (acre-ft.)

a. Top of Dam * zs5 ec * 'YA

b. Design High Water
(Max. Design Pool) -373.-t zc.t ET ,(E:ST.

c.Auxiliary Spillway
Crest /.._ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

I do Pool Level with
Flashboards 2573 Z.5-6 EST-

e. Service Spillway
Crest 7

~* C$V ~ ~ .L~yA~otJts ECPOS60 rcogcWr,. *+Top OF

2. DISCHAjR

I Volume
(cfs)

a. Average Daily_____

b. Spillway @ Top of Dam (W/o ~~As Z;03Q

c. Spillway @ Design High Water (%pect~ A - ?,~So zt-zcsm
Ido Service Spillway @ Auxiliary Spillway
I Crest Elevation 70o t4IA

e. Low Level Outlet F~-r Q i f / krSpAE1 L17I.1. C.o4JTc.LEAt4. ?.s~oTLY %Mo?.A.6Lr-

f , Total (of all facilities)@ Top of Dam____

9Maximum Known Flood SET . 19 1% 0. kv% Ft1OPPE

ho At Time of Inspection

v GfATEc. 1*IAN Sri'LAy c CAhPA-c-rry wl mVzm.A.to~*s iN PLALz.

EIIyr, Eto N-T Soo CR- = 0oS C~. vOR, ~9 SS FYEj-r 5e 6
* O %f. VL.oW' OVF- VLSNe OA Pkt PEV A%?P6I,4t$~ rX

C-1



4596

3. TOP OF DAM

Elevation 37(b

a. Type EARTH FILL / o4C. CoRE W/ALL 4- GRAViry' SPiLLAy SEc..TVI

b. Width VRtIrS AV6. IS/ Length '38' (i.,, W/o VIL.WA.Y)

I c. Spillover 5_RVICF 5?ILLWA./

d. Location -;: "w LE7T. ,5U'trENi -Looi~G tfs
4. SPILLWAY

SERVICE AUXILIARY5"1o '.to PL H6oAR $ '

a. L_12)o W A, s Elevation NONE

b. 0oEE. Type

c. 5S' Width

Type of Control

d. N!A. Uncontrolled

Controlled:e._ Type
(Flashboards; gate)

f, 4- srotiS Number

g. 3'HIGH e 13.75"' rpArH Size/Length

h. C-ONC .1TE- Invert Material

Anticipated Length
I. _of Operating Service

J._ ____ __Chute Length

•k. " ' l>&'7 o SiL:Height Between Spillway Crest__Approach Channel Invert
(Weir Flow)

1. Other

i# .SCG rL~yA-T t Poo NJ6w'AJ oiR(< GAZE7 7e 0P LAKdCS ,REF 2S

C-2



4597

I So OUTLET STRUCTURES/EMERGENCY DRAWDOWN FACILITIES

a. Type: Gate~ Sluice Conduit./- Penstock___

b. Shape C-0 NC-. Zo)C rCVLVf-K.T W/ cNTPOL GXTIE 0 ,1 r-s 1>%J:
c. Sie '3'3' io' Lo-C, s suEs eL T- ovwT-9r)

d. Elevations: Entrance Invert______________________________

Exit Invert t5 (SLE gla ABOU'r

e. Tailrace Channel: Elevation__________________

6. FLOOD WATER CONTROL SYSTEM

jia. Warning System NoNE.F

a b. Method of Controled Releases (mechanisms) S-k OWLY REGULL.ATE

9 gELEAS62c S' REjv ~..o4, 4LA-H80APtS 0O1-C.Fr'T cop~ovir

7. CLIMATOLOGICAL GAGES 1PEFERE.MCZ Z~-2k

1 a. Type G ~~AIATo AGE: ;tex 10 S1%

b. Location -row~N pr GkeVupap. LAZT. (~41' . L.OJG.- 7(+9 091
I> !' NE.S C4AST of:ON.

c. Period of Record A5r -To p",%41

d. Maximum Reading V~'~4OvJN Date

8. STREAM GAGES ?,-rU-L- %2$+L'

Ia* Type 'tURFS,(_E _WA.TEQ STA-1IONJ U5GS GAE oito

b. Location WAL-KIL-L RIVE-R k-r GA IJEe.(m usK~ &

"TL-. 41 14 le LoN6. 74c9 56 , l5 M~tILES W65T OFON

I c. Period of Record -1,4 - IES.T
do Maximum Reading '6.'oo W+11.Date oc. w 16 955

F9R REI.'Ll*~A KQJOv3t4 CSAkeCE. of SAGiW#NWK IKLLJ C-AfN#P4GOTE

AQeov-r !,. Mu-LES N- Of' PAW 4#00 VI&o = 96~-'LCAW 13//y~s 916 *Of

C-3



I 6169

I 10. DRAINAGE BASIN CHARACTERISTICS

a. Drainage Area '+-7o na. wALES op, !)P!9.(o ALrKES

Ib. Land Use -Type 1EAYII-Y WOCM

c. Terrain -Relief s" Fe-S or IoI6 -S% ELEvATvopS Ot OoM EL WO TLlIO JJ,%

d. Surface-Soil GLA4IAL T(L.U

Ies Runoff Potential (existing or planned extensive alterations
to existing surface or subsurface conditions)

NoWE KNoI~ii4

f. Potential Sedimentation Problem Areas (natural or man-made;j present or future)

1g. Potential Backwater Problem Areas for Levels at Maximum

Storage Capacity (including surcharge storage)

Ih. Dikes - Floodwalls (overflow &non-overflow) -Low Reaches
Along the Reservoir perimeter

1 ~Location HA
Elevation _________________________

i.J Reservoir

ILength @ Maximum Design Pool -170o'(AT sPiLLwAy c,esr) _(feet)
Length of Shoreline (@ Service Spillway Crest)P"15T30 (feet)

I C-4
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-1- F

-H-i TT~flVLE 'I L"Ge.Tho 4

OUTLET, CONOV IT__ Nvr_

INPUT

DO-I- I 1- ±-1 Z1(At

0 ['I05+- 5
9 LL j 'O&j~OK- Th0 0. ZL K ---- p r''4*Af

A.C4b ,1TQ,. r& T~v 0.~ Sl _H -
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(6)15 CALCULATED BY DATE 414P
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151) TILLSON LAKE DAM, NY 00083

I PHASE I INSPECTION REPORT

REFERENCES

I This is a general list of references pertinent to dam safety
investigations. Not all references listed have necessarily been
used in this specific report.

1. "Engineering and Design, National Program For Inspection of
Non-Federal Dams", ER 1110-2-106, Dept. of the Army, Office
of the Chief of Engineers, 26 September 1979, with Change 1
of 24 March 1980. Included as Appendix D of the ER is
"Recommended Guidelines For Safety Inspection of Dams".

2. "HEC-l Flood Hydrograph Package, Users Manual", The Hydro-
logic Engineering Center, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,jJanuary 1973.

3 "Flood Hydrograph Package (HEC-l), Users Manual for Dam
Safety.Investigations", The Hydrologic Engineering Center,
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, September 1978.

4. HMR 33, "Seasonal Variations of Probable Maximum Precipitation,
East of the 105th Meridian for Areas 10 to 1000 Square Miles
and Durations from 6 to 48 Hours," U.S. Dept. of Commerce,
NOAA, National Weather Service, 1956.

5. HMR 51, "All-Season Probable Maximum Precipitation, U.S. East
of 105th Meridian for Areas from 1000 to 20,000 Square Miles
and Durations from 6 to 72 Hours", U.S. Dept. of Commerce,
NOAA, National Weather Service, 1974.

6. HYDRO-35, "Five-to-60 Minute Precipitation Frequency for the
Eastern and Central United States", U.S. Dept. of Commerce,
NOAA, National Weather Service, June 1977.

7. "Technical Paper No. 40, Rainfal1 Frequency Atlas of the
United States', U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Weather Bureau,1961.

8. Design of Small Dams, United States Dept. of the Interior,
Bureau of Reclamation, Second Edition, 1973, Revised Reprint,
1977.

9. King, Horace W. and Brater, Ernest F., Handbook of
Hydraulics, fifth edition, McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc.,1 New York, N. Y., 1963.

10. "Flood Hydrograph Analyses and Computations", EM 1110-2-
1405, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 31 August 1959.
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rag sheds", U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Soil Conservation

Service (Engineering Division), January 1975.

12. National Engineering Handbook, Section 4, Hydrology, U. S.
Dept. of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service, August 1972.

13. "Hydraulic Design of Spillways", EM 1110-2-1603, U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers, 31 March 1965, with Change I included.

14. "Standard Project Flood Determinations", EM 1110-2-1411,
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 26 March 1952.

15. "Hydrologic and Hydraulic Assessment", Appendix D of EC 1110-
2-188, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 30 December 1977.

16. "Reviews of Spillwa7 Adequacy, National Program of Inspection
of Non-Federal Dams , ETL 1110-2-234, U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers, 10 May 1978.

17. Hammer, Mark J., Water and Waste-Water Technology, John
Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, 1975.

18. "Hydraulic Charts For the Selection of Highway Culverts",
Hydraulic Engineering Circular No. 5, U.S. Department of
Commerce, Bureau of Public Roads, December 1965.

19. "Guide for Making a Condition Survey of Concrete in Service",
American Concrete Institute (ACI) Journal, Proceedings Vol.
65, No. 11, November 1968, pages 905-918.

20. "Lower Hudson River Basin, Hydrologic Flood Routing Model",
New York District, Corps of Engineers, January 1977.

21. "Climatological Data, Annual Summary, New York, 1979",
Volume 91, No. 13, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Admin-
istration, Asheville, North,Carolina.

22. "Climatological Data, New York, September 1980", Volume 92,

No. 9, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,
Asheville, North Carolina.

23. "Water Resources Data For New York, Water Year 1979",
Volume 1, USGS Water-Data Report NY-79-1, U.S. Geological
Survey, Albany, New York, 1980.

24. "Maximum Known Stages and Discharges of New York Streams
Through 1973", Bulletin 72, U.S. Geological Survey, 1976.

.205 25. "Characteristics of New York Lakes (Gazetteer)", Bulletin
68, U.S. Geological Survey and NYS Department of Environ-
mental Conservation, 1970.

26. "Gravity Dam Design", EM 1110-2-2200, U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers, 25 September 1958, with Changes 1 & 2 included.
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I 27. "Gravity Dam Design - Stability", ETL 1110-2-184, U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers, 25 February 1974.

1 28. "Landforms and Bedrock Geology of New York State", New York
State Museum and Science Service, University of the State of
N.Y., State Education Dept., Albany, N.Y., reprinted 1973.

I 29. Geologic Map of New York, Lower Hudson Sheet, New York State
Museum and Science Service, University of the State of N.Y.,
State Education Dept., Albany, N.Y., reprinted 1973.

30. Terzaghi, Karl and Peck, Ralph B., Soil Mechanics in Engineer-
ing Practice, second edition, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New
York, N.Y., 1967.
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APPENDIX F

SECTION Fl

LOCATION OF AVAILABLE ENGINEERING DATA AND RECORDS

1. Owner: U & U Realty, Inc.
100 Seaview Drive
Secaucus, NJ 07094
Attn: Joseph Uanue, President

201-348-4900

Available: No data.

2. Operator (Leasee): Tillson Lake Recreation Park, Inc.
Gardiner, NY 12525
Attn: Henry S. Cuney, President

914-564-2718

George Surinach, Vice-President
(Mr. Cuney's Son)
35 Utterby Rd.
Malverne, NY 11565
516-887-7859

Available: No data.

3. Designer: Unknown.

4. Construction Contractor:

Unknown, but owner was:
Hassey A. Tillson
Walden, NY (deceased)

5. Designer For 1939 Reconstruction:

Solomon LeFevre
New Paltz, NY
(business status unknown, not contacted)

6. Designer For 1956 Reconstruction:

T.W. ("Don") Westlake, P.E.
Holmes Rd.
RD 1, Box 66
Newburgh, NY
(business status unknown, not contacted)

F1



7. Construction Contractors For Reconstructions: Unknown

8. Agency: NYS Department of Environmental Conservation
50 Wolf Rd.
Albany, NY 12233
Attn: George Koch, P.E., Chief, Dam Safety Section

518-457-5557

Available: Drawings, letters and report describing
failures and reconstructions, applications
for reconstruction, and inspection report.

FI-
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PHASE I INSPECTION

CHECKLIST FOR GENERAL ENGINEERING DATA

& INTERVIEW WITH DAM OWNER

Name of Dam LZxos ' L/e- 2f#-7' Fed. Id.# /YO0083

Date .ob/ /98/ Interviewer(s),7IowdS ) e#

Dam Owner/Representative(s) Interviewed, Title & Phone#

e "A'e 5;M 'A*7. V-P 77//s -Al - P - Pceeea , P .-e/r

1. OWNERSHIP (name, title, address & phone #)

2. OPERATOR (name, title, address & phone # of person responsible
for day-to-day operation) re ,C

A/V~~n4 5P1. - iqA1S.,L,'.,e /v//7_ z . /-6"%1 ;2?/ ~,- ,,¢~

a* Operator Full/Part time e-,-- v

3. PURPOSE OF DAM

a. Past &en&'-rpl op~. i- eo 4-1 6.7711-V o#

b. Present ReC-IfO-17'0* k, 0 dQ

4. DESIGN DATA

a. Designed When 14  ackv7 9 -v 'esee /9Zc J- /93o'.

b. By (name, address, phone *, business status)
.. w'n 044 or?'I

c. Geology Reports Alon A .oe

d. Subsurface Investigations A0,10 X22 ow-ri

e. Design Reports/Computations (H&II, stability, seepage)

P2-1.
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f. Design Drawings (plans, sections, details)

g. Design Specifications _Alone /__ _ _ _ _ _ _

h. Other /9' ' / '6" ,ec#w,- 4 ,1 a '

5. CONSTRUCTION HISTORY M''-

a. Initial Construction

1) Completed When 54 z , 4 I' zot - /9 30 's

2) By (name, address, phone #, business status)

/Y 4,e-~ / ,. . , 7T/ ¢e- o'. 0c , I

3) Borrow Sources/Mterial Tests

4) Construction Reports/Photos 14 0A-/x ' ".

6~~~-- - 'Z' V" A10 4e

5) D~iversion Scheme/Construction Sequence

e-.
6) Construction Problems Ale,-e.

7) As-Built Drawings (plans, sections, details)

.. . kn ou,

8) Data on Electrical & Mechanical Equipment Affecting
Safe Operation of Dam e4, _ / -- -74 .

9) Other *,//.

P2-2
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b. Modifications (review design data & initial construction
items as applicable & describe)e /939ri ±Icpic. /,09

- (reaolo' s,, y.SJ,

co Repairs &Maintenance (review design data & initial con-

str~ction items as applicable & describe)., ' nweppdl

' , d/ , e+. d_ .,.7.'//A. L 4

6. OPERATION RECORD

a. Past Inspections (dates, by, authority, results)./

b. Performance Observations (seepage, erosion, settlement,
post-constr~iction surveys, instrumentation & monitoringrecords) A 4,- -A., ),, 'oito'in

c. Post-Construction Engineering Studies/ReportsjD .

dl. Routine Rainfall, Reservoir Levels & Discharges_____

F 2-3
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e. Past Floods That Threatened Safety (when, cause,
discharge, max. pool elevation, any damage)

* d / 'z 3 C, '!e/l c4 4'ew 1 4O,'iZee eo I.

f. Previos Failures (when, cause, describe)

6- 0/7- ' - a /).

go Earthqffake History (seismic activity in vicinity of dam)

Alone -2 O'V7

7. VALIDITY OF DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION & OPERATION RECORDS (note any
apparent inconsistencies)

.'9 7 /' , A " 9 - ., .( a

8. OPERATION & MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES

a. Operation Procedures in writing? _ Obtain copy or des-
cribe. (reservoir regulation plan, normal pool elevation
and status of operating facilities, who operates & means
of communication to controller, mode of operating facili-
ties, i.e., manual, automatic, remote) a'.4?/ ,4 iAcp!(

:,W'L. C)v - /. J

b. Maintenance Procedures in writing? V/o Obtain copy ordescribe. * A'w ,J-s ; reo, - 7 W _ r 'c/.

, ,P9',, ,e C~ sj., /oobv -a-f- oi/ .. c.
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C. Emergency Action Plan & Warning System in Writing? 2 ~
Obtain copy or describe. (actions to be taken to
minimize the D/S effects of an emergency)_______

*0gti ,uel )~me Vlf 17 0- .C /1C 

w/ kp-v .0e) ke 4 POM U

9. OTHERj

(9jI
a c o#~i'3). ijrne41 o/w1-,

~c~F3-I iA F3-S 1e., G-1. 4ics

* , s~ -41scl a-c- e -o o-41 . 1 4c, /e~al- '6 -'/&, ,O

Zi ̂ d, '-c r-.- 'g /4-4/ i- jav d s Z e /pivc~c 4o

cksd. e-/ k. wl. dI s d.r- 1-),f// I. 7?'c c//s jo

* 0 ,v e. 0 -/a-' A6'isYe e~ AZsdc'A ei

We- dISZ eoq a 7je.

*/3?//9s eeeo 74$, os.-,,; 'j c) .C/o 4
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U U e' 1

Nallkill, ro

Sept 27, 1908. .I.- . ._

The State Conservation Dept. .. 3 193
Albany, N.Y.

Gentlemen:

On the night of Sept. 21st at about 8:30 o'clock, our farm
was subjected to a violent flood. For some days previous there had
been intermittent rain. The brook,running some 50 to 100 ft. below
the house,had risen somewhat, but not in any sense to dangerous
proportions. On a number of previous occasions we saw it consider-
ably higher and after receding left us entirely no damage. On the
night in question, however, a private dam (Tillson Lake) about three
quarters of a mile upstream burst. This dam held back thirty five
acres of water, thirty five feet deep in the channel. ;.While this
dam had an ample spillway to take care of high waters, it was the
constant practice of the owners to keep this spillway planked up.
Only when there was already threatening high water was any attempt
made to remove the planks or to open the 3' square drain, a difficult
job in both cases even in normal weather to say nothing of its being
an impossible job during a storm. To open the drain it was necessary
to row out to a concrete tower. To remove the planks from the spill-
way was at all times dangerous, for it required working at a 35'
height against water pressure. There were no mechanical means to
remove these planks which quite completely blocked the entire spill-
way. Such were the conditions on the night of Wednesday, Sept.21st.
It was a physical impossibility to do either of the two jobs. The
high water then proceeded, aided somewhat by high velocity wind, to
spill with considerable volume and force over the dam proper.

At this point I wish to describe briefly the construction
of the dam. At the right (facing upstream from below the dam) there
was a spillway shaped somewhat like a half funnel except that the
sides were more square than round. The left hand side of this spill-
way had a concrete wall at right angles to the dam proper and running
diagonally from the bed stream to the top of the dam. The lead off
of the spillway was concrete. A few feet to the left of this wall
and running at the very bottom of the original channel was the three
foot square concrete drain running from a point some distance in the
lake directly under the concrete tower to a point on the other side
of the dam a few feet beyond the edge of the dirt fill. The rest of
the dam other than the spillway, was a concrete wall 28" wide at the
base, 12" wide at the top and approximately 35' high. Through this

concrete there were some steel reinforcing bars of about 3/4" diameter.
These bars appeared to be spaced about four or five feet apart. On
both sides of this concrete wall there was a rock and dirt fill.
Since the spillway was planked shut, the rising water spilled directly
over the dam proper and kept washing away quite rapidly the down
stream part of the fill, leaving the concrete wall entirely unsupport-
ed since it stood there without any other permanent bracing. The
answer - it burst from top to bottom about 100 feet wide.
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A number of people caught in the rush of water very
narrowly escaped with their lives; bridges were promptly washed eway;
houses flooded; many, many trees uprooted, and general damage that
goes with a flood. Uy farm is approximately three quarters of a mile
below this dam, and while others were closer to it than we were our
farm was the hardest hit because the water upon coming to our land

concentrates between two high banks giving it great volume and force.
Hundreds of tons of gravel, rocks and boulders, some of the latter
weighing from five to ten ton, were deposited on our lawn but a few
feet from the house. The foundation of the corner of the house was
undermined, cellar flooded and contents destroyed; one hundred pullets
were drowned and swept away, likewise a stack of straw all the winter
bedding for the cattle; a tractor was carried 60 ft. and turned over
considerably damaged; farm machinery, wagons, etc. swept away and
recovered in a damaged condition. ltany of our prize shade trees are
gone. The well was flooded leaving us still without drinking water.
The electric meter and switches in the cellar are so water soaked we
are still without light or power. Two bridges leading from the farm
to the outside road, our only means of travel, were washed away. Our
two gardens have been made completely useless being strewn with
boulders, gouged with numerous holes and the top soil gone. And worse
yet, the course of the brook has been so altered that the next high
water can do us several times the damage suffered this time.

It should be unnecessary to mention in detail all the havoc
that a flood can cause. Our harvesting of corn and other imDortant
fall work has been unceremoniously interrupted by the emergency of this
flood. While we realize the problem created by floods, all people
hereabouts are of one opinion, to wit, that this one was caused
unnecessarily. This dam probably was originally passed by State
inspectors; the spillway, even in my own opinion, was constructed large
enough to take care of a swollen stream. But why, in the name of common
sense, a spillway is so constructed and then its purpose nullified by
being planked up, (something that should never have been permitted at
any time regardless of weather conditions) I don't know.

It seems quite certain that reconstruction of this Tillson
Lake dam will start within a few days, so herein is the purpose of
this letter. If the owners of this dam are permitted to do a job no
better than the last in the way of construction and reinforcement; if
they are permitted to plank up the spillway and thereby again endanger
lives and cause-thousands of dollars worth of damage, I for one along
with my neighbors, most strenuously object. It seems to me in view
of the seriousness of the damage just done and the possibity of its
repetition, that somewhat more stringent rcgulntions be enforced. It
is not pleasant to anticipate these calamities uith evory rainy spell
and to feel in constant uncertainty of the security of one's famzily
and propcrty,.o say nothing of the inabilit7 to sustain such financial
losses. It is difficult for a farmer to sustain hi:!.seCf under normal
conditions.

I should like to have some assurance from you or whatever
authorities have jurisdiction in these matters, that this will be
given due consideration and action.

Yours truly,
(Signed) Fred 1riehl
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Form Z6

1.16-8a-S0o (1 )
STATE OF NEW YORK

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS

DIVISION OF ENGINEERING
, ALBANY

ei.. ...... Dam NoIA =..-

si .'A. Watershed L =& . :CAL.L&

Foundation inspected ,

Structure inspected _________________"

Application for the Constructitn or Reconstruction of a Dam
Application is hereby made to the Superintendent of Public Works, Albany, N. Y., in compliance with the

provisions of Section 948 of the Conservation Law (see last page of this application) for the approval of specifi-

-cations and detailed drawings, marked--1PcLonzf 1r- t n  "T1iUlSo TUr. ," 116m.

No-P-R41*,tv-.G1 i2., I.' Y.

herewith submitted for the reconstruction of a dam herein described. All provisions of law will be complied

with in the erection of the proposed dam. It is intended to complete the work covered by the application about

June 1, 1939
(Date)

1. The dam will be o.Brook.- flow intoS awanu Kill -.in the

town off ardiner County, 'Ulster

and 5.5 miles nort ?s yst of Wall1 D1 . . .... .
(give exact distance and direction from a well-known bridge, dam, village main crosa-road* or mouth of a stream)

2. Location of dam is shown on theexibug'", d 1 1 AVtyi 1 I a quadrangle of the

United States Geological Survey.
.... Tr .. A. Tlllson,

3. The name of the owner is

4. The address of the owner is alden, N. Y.

S. The dam will be used for lake for Summer Club and bungilows

6. Will any part of the dam be built upon or its pond flood any State lands? no

7. The watershed above the proposed dam is . 5  ( inoludiM. -Palma.att1) - square miles.

8 The proposed dam will create a pond area at the spillcrest elevation of 25-a..... 2 .cres

and will impound-... 0. 0.0 c feet of water.
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1 9. The maximum height of the proposed dam above the bed of the stream is 3 3 feet 6 ;.ches.

10. The lowest part of the natural shore of the pond i- . feet vertically above the spillcrest,
50 to 1200

and everywhere else the shore will be at least feet above the spillcrest.

11. State if any damage to life or to any buildings, roads or other property could be caused by any possible

failure of the proposed dam -1.L5 miles of farm land to the S awangunk Kill.

I ~ emD 0 Ke onyhp ill

12. The natural material of the bed on which the proposed dam will rest is (clay, sand, gravel, boulders,

U granite, shale, slate, limestone, etc.)

13. Facing down stream, what is the nature of material composing the right bank?.

3 14. Facing down stream, what is the nature of the material composing the left bank?.....
*adson River Slate

I 15. State the character of the bed and the banks in respect to the hardness, perviousness, water bearing,

effect of exposure to air and to water, uniformity, etcSlate dits 50 dep rees to west and t

.IIod

e o. . -as lng .ea&..._f.te.a for_ sagmemal s'dIrI ft

16. Are there any porous seams or fissures beneath the foundation of the proposed dam?--no-

17. WAsTEs. The spillway of the above proposed dam will be 55 feet long in the dear; the waters
conorete wall 6.5

will be held at the right end by a - - the top of which will be - feet above

the spillcrest, and have a top width of- -5 feet; and at the left end by a-- .rete wall

the top of which will be.-.0 5  feetabove the spillcrest, and have a top width of.. 2.5 .feet.

18. The spillway is designed to safely discharge._ .. 1 .................... cubic feet per second.

j 19. Pipes, sluice gates, etc., for flood discharge will be provided through the dam as follows:

1 - 01' slnpe gate

20. What is the maximum height of flash boards which will be used on this dam ?........... ...

21. Ap'ow. Below the proposed dam there will be an apron built of- o ete.55 -

feet long across the stream,- feet wide and... 2 2 .0 feet thick.

22. Does this dam constitute any part of a public water supply?_ ...... no....
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Y .INSTRUCTIONS

Read carefully on the last page .of this application the law setting forth the requirements to be complied
with in order to construct or reconstruct a dam.

Each application for the construction or reconstruction of a dam must be made on this standard form, copies
of which will be furnished upon.request to the Chief Engineer, Division of Engineering, Department of Public
Works, Albany, N. Y. The application must be accompanied by three sets of plans, and specifications. The
information furnished must be in sufficient detail in order that the stability and safety of the dam can be determined.
In cases of large and important dams assumptions made in calculating stresses and stability should be given.

Samples of materials to be used in the dam and of the material on which the dam is to be founded may be
asked for, but need not be furnished'unless requested.

If the dam constitutes, a part of a public water supply, application should be made to the Water Power and
Control Commission under Article XI of the Conservation Law.

An application for the construction or reconstruction of a dam must be signed by the prospective owner of
the dam or his duly authorized agent. The address of the signer and the date must be given as provided for on
the last page of the application form.

. . . ... .•. F3-5
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I'
SECTION 948 OF THE CONSERVATION LAW

3 j 948. Structures for impounding water; inspection of docks; penalties. No structure for impounding
water and no dock, pier, wharf or other structure used as a landing place on waters shall be erected or recon-I structed by any public authority or by any private person or corporation without notice to the superintendent
of public works, nor shall any such structure be erected, reconstructed or maintained without complying with
such conditions as the superintendent of public works may by order prescribe for safeguarding life or property
against danger therefrom. No order made by the superintendent of public works shall be deemed to authorize

I any invasion of any property rights, public or private, by any person in carrying out the requirements of such
order. The superintendent of public works shall have power, whenever in his judgment public safety shall so
require, to make and serve an order directing any person, corporation, officer or board, constructing, maintain-
ing or using any structure hereinbefore referred to, remove, repair or reconstruct the same within such reason-

i able time and in such manner as shall be specified in such order, and it shall be the duty of every such person,
corporation, officer or board, to obey, observe and comply with such order and with the conditions prescribed
by the superintendent of public works for safeguarding life or property against danger therefrom, and every
person, corporation, officer or board failing, omitting or neglecting, so to do, or who hereafter erects or recon-
structs any such structure hereinbefore referred to without submitting to the superintendent of public works and
obtaining his approval of plans and specifications for such structures when required so to do by his order or
who hereafter fails to remove, erect or to reconstruct the same in accordance with the plans and specifications

so approved shall forfeit to the people of this state a sum not to exceed five hundred dollars to be fixed by the
court for each and every offense; every violation of any such order shall be a separate and distinct offense, and,
in case of a continuing violation, every day's continuance thereof shall be and be deemed to be a separate and
distinct offense. This section shall not apply to a dam where the area draining into the pond formed thereby does

not 'exceed one square mile, unless the dam is more than ten feet in height above the natural bed of the stream
at any point or unless the quantity of water which the dam impounds exceeds one million gallons; nor to a dock,
pier, wharf or other structure under the jurisdiction of the department of docks, if any, in a city of over one
hundred and seventy-five thousand population. This section as hereby amended shall not impair the effect of an

order heretofore made by the conservation commission or commissioner, under this section prior to the taking
effect of chapter four hundred aiad uizety-nine of the. laws of ninetcn hundred and twenty-one, nor require the

approval by the superintendent of public works of plans and specifications heretofore approved by such com-
mission or commissioner under. this section.

The foregoing information and accompanying plans and specifications are correct to the best of my knowl-

edge and belief.

- Owner__n ."

By -authorized agent of owner.
lA

Addressof sie Dat I
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STATE OF NEW YORK

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
ARTUR~CflNOTTHOMAS F. FARRIELL,ARTHU1R'M'. CRnANDT CHIEF lININIZ

IlVlSION OF E'NGINEERING

ALBANY, N. Y., May 20 939

Mr . S Bixby..
District Engineer

Poughkeepsie, N.Y.

Dear Sir:-

There is being sent to you enclosed herewith

approved plans for the reconstruction of a dam owned

by H. A. Tillson, Walden, N.Y. The dam is located

in the Town of Gardner, Ulster County, 5.5 miles

northwest of Wallkill, N.Y. This dam failed some-

time ago due to the fact that the spillway was

obstructed by flash boards during flood.

Very truly yours,

T. F. FARRELL
Chief Engineer

3IM/CG

enc
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I Im +. t, J AY -" "

.. z .... , ':;' A

I LMay 209 1939

- I Ir So LoFeroeg
Forest Glen,
Now Paltzo N.Y.

Dear Sir:-

j An epplioation and plans filed by you for

the reconstruotion of a dam in the Town of Gardner,

I t+Ulster County# 5.5 miles northwest of Wallkill, N.Y.,

for USr no A. Tillson, are heraUy app-oved to the bstent

of our authority under the provisions of section 948

,of the Conservation Law.
Thin dam is designated by us as 194-842 Lower

/Hudson Watershodo

A" One set of plans for this dam, stamped with

..ithe approval of this department, is being sent to you

* I :11. enclosed herewith.
• ! Very truly yours

To To FARIML

'1 " 
O hef E gineer

./"/ F3
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ST. W. C" DON ") WESTLAKE, P. E.
HOLMES ROAD

R. D. 1. BOX 66
I PROFESSIONAL ENGINKER

LAND SURVEYOR NEWSURGH. N. Y. TEL. 318W2

I 4-30-56

E REPORT ON TILI9ON LAKE DAM
Rutsonville, N. Y.
Owner - Dominick Porco

I Results To Dam From Rain and Flood of August 1955

I North Core Wall
A portion of this wall had not been built higher during
the reconstruction of 1939, and the top of the wall is
still at elevation 284. The lake level topped this by
several inches, and the overflowing water scoured the
earth somewhat. The sluice gate has not been operative
for years and could not be opened to help lower the

Iwater level.

Spillway Side Walls
At the lower end of the spillway the walls were of
insufficient height to carry the flow. The overflowing
on the northeast side resulted in scouring the earth to
slate rock close below the surface. But on the southwest
side, a portion of the toe of the earth dam was washed
out, and a section of spillway wall and bottom were

I undermined and washed out.

Depth of Water Above Flashboards - August 1955 Flood
Judging bythe amount of scouring at the north core wall,
the wall was topped by several inches; and the depth of
water above flashboards would thusly have been about
2 feet.

Note - With the raising of the north core wall, the top
o-wall will then be 4 feet above top of flashboards.

P~c-.F3-9



T. W. C" DON ") WESTLAKE. P. E.
HOLMES ROAD
R.D. I. BOX 66

PROVESSIONAL ENGINEER

LAND SURVEYOR NEWUaGH. N. Y. TEL. 318W2

4-30-56 Tillson Lake Dam Page 2

Proposed Reconstruction - 1956

Plan
The proposed reconstruction is shown on Dwg. 1, Job No.
56-12 of T. W. Westlake, P. E.

Specifications
Specifications for the work are outlined on the drawing.

Outline of Work and Completion Dates

Work Completion Date

North Core wall and Dike 5-30-56

Spillway Sidewall and
Bottom Rebuilding 7-30-56

Filling In Washe& Out Areas 7-30-56

Rip Rap, Or Concrete Walls
To Raise Pool Level 8-30-56

Repair-Sluice Gate 10-30-56

(All work to be completed by 10-30-56)
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7Fn L41. 8-14-32.23 (2D2U)
ord. 74&34

STATE OF NEW YORK

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS

ALBANY

R ec e iv ed ( ..................... Dam ........................

Disposition J/.-r......................... Watershed .............. ... .........

Foundation inspected .....................................

Structure inspected........................................

Application for the Construction or Reconstruction of a Dam

Application is hereby made to the Superintendent of Public Works, Albany, N. Y., in compliance with the

provisions of Section 948 of the Conservation Law (see third page of this application) for the approval of specifi-

cations and detailed drawings, marked .. 22 5 6 Reconstruction of "Tilison Ljake't Dam

herewith submitted for the I scntruction I of a dam herein described. All provisions of law will be complied

with in the erection of the proposed dam. It is intended to complete thc work covered by the application about

I.Th dm ~lbeonBrook flowng nt0 . nk Kill~ i h

town of .... Gardiner .County of.Ulster

and .. 5 mile northwest of WalikilN.Y
Cive start distance and drellon from a well-known bfrdge. dam, village. ma;nxrosroads or mouth. of a stream)

2. Location of dam is shown on the. j, Ch .and.Ellenville ............ quadranglejof the

United States Geological Survey./
Dominick I'orco3. The name of the owner is.......................

4. The address of the owner is ...... D... 1.,~ Route ..9 W,... Newburgh.,. N... ............

S. The darn will be used for ...... Lake .. tfor .Summer .. Club --and .Bungalow~s............

6. Will any part of the dam be built upon or its ponid flood any State lands? ........... lo ...........

7. The watershed above the proposed dam is..1. .(inc ludi .......tt square miles.

8. The proposed dam will cvite a pond area at the spillcrest elevation of......................... acres

and will impound......... i~........cubic feet of water.
Pce- F3-11'



..... .. ~.. . - .. -

9. The maximum height of the proposed dam above the bed of the stream is ...... . feet.....6 ......... inches.
• 15V

10. The lowest part of the natural shore of the pond is ............................ feet vertically above the spillcrest,

and everywhere else the shore will be at least..5.0.....o ....12.00 ........ feet above the spillcrest.

11. State if any damage to life or to any buildings, roads or other property could be caused by any possible

failure of the proposed dam. 5  mils of.farm land to the hawa . n cKil; some

individual homes; stream crosses under an improved Cty. Road near the Kill

12. The natural material of the bed on which the proposed dam will rest is (clay,, sand, gravel, boulders,

granite, shale, slate, limestone, etc.) ..... .H.o. .n.. Rive r..S.1a.t.e ...................................................................

13. Facing downstream, what is the nature of matvial composing the right bank? ........................................

Hudson River Slate

14. Facing downstream, what is the nature of the material compioiiig the lc!t bank? ...................................../
.................................................... I......................H.......R..i.v.. .......................................................................

15. State the character of the bed and the banks in respect to the hardness, perviousness, water bearing, effect

of exposure to air and to water, uniformity, etc.S...a.e.dps. d .r... . q th..west,. a.. .......e.h~r~e ..s.r~ . r sL .. ..e.v.a . r.e.. e ........... ... ....
the harder strata resist wear for several hundred feet downstream

from the spillway..f... . ..... .. . .. . .. ..-.............................................................................................................................

16. Are there any porous seams or fissures beneath the foundation of the proposed dam ?...no.. ...................

there are no signs of boils on the downstream face..... ...........e.....o .... ........... .. ....... ............ ...."....o... ...e..... ..... ...... ..............................................

17. WAsTFs. The spillway of the above proposed dam will be ...... . ........... feet long in the clear; the waters

w concrete wall 6.5
will be held at the right end by a......................... .. the top of which will be .......... feet above

the spillcrest, and have a top width of......... .... ........ feet; and at the left end by a concrete .wall

the top of which will be..6. . . . . . .. feet above the spillcrest, and have a top width of ..... ........ feet. A"

250 (b onflow depth of 3. 5')
18. The spillway is designed to safely discharge ........................... cu ic eet per second.

19. Pipes, sluice gates, etc., for flood discharge will be provided through the dam as follows:

one 30" x 30" sluice gate
.......................................................................................................... ...........................................................

................................................................ ................................................... ..............................................

.......................................................................................... 4...................

20. What is the maximum height of flash boards which will be used on this dam ?.. 5  ................

21. AntoN. Below the proposed dam there will be "an apron built of ...... o.nc.re.te ...55........................

feet long across the stream,......5 ......... feet wide and ......... 2 ...to .. .feet thick.

22. Does this dam constitute any part of a public water supply? ....no.... ....... .....................................
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I
INSTRUCTIONS

Read carefully on the third page of this application the law setting forth the requirements to be complied with
in order to construct or reconstruct a dam.

Each application for the construction or reconstruction of a dam must be made on this standard form, copies of
which will be furnished upon request to the Department of Public Works, Albany, N. Y. The application must be
accompanied by three sets of plans, and specifications. The information furnished must be in sufficient detail in
order that the stability and safety of the dam can be determined. In cases of large and important dams assumptionsI made in calculating stresses and stability should be given.

Samples of materials to be used in the dam and of the material on which the dam is to be founded may be
asked for, but need not be furnished unless requested.

If the dam constitutes a part of a public water supply, application should be made to the Water Power and
Control Commission under Article XI of the Conservation Law.

An application for the construction or reconseruction of a dam must be signed by the prospective owner of the
I dam or his duly authorized agent. The address of the signer and the date must be given as provided for on the last

page of the application form.

SECTION 948 OF THE CONSERVATION LAW

§ 948. Structures for impounding water; inspection of docks; penalties. No structure for impounding water
and no dock, pier, wharf or other structure used as a landing place on waters shall be erected or reconstructed by
any public authority or by any private person or corporation without notice to the superintendent of public works,
nor shall any such structure be erected, reconstructed or maintained without complying with such conditions as the
superintendent of public works may by order prescribe for safeguarding life or property against danger' theref rom.I No order made by the superintendent of public works shall be deemed to authorize any invasion of any property
rights, public or private, by any person in carrying out the requirements of such order. The superintendent of public
works shall have power, whenever in his judgment public safety shall so require, to make and serve an order, setting
forth therein his findings of fact and his conclusions therefrom, directing any person, corporation, officer or board,
constructing, maintaining or using any structure hereinbefore referred to, either remove the said structure or to
repair or reconstruct the same within such reasonable time and in such manner as shall be specified in such order, and
it shall be the duty of every such person, corporation, officer or board, to obey, observe and comply with such order
and with the conditions prescribed by the superintendent of public works for safeguarding life or property against
danger therefrom, and every person, corporation, officer or board failing, omitting or neglecting so to do, or who
hereafter'erects or reconstructs any such structure hereinbefore referred to without submitting to the superintend-

. ent of public works and obtaining his approval of plans and specifications for such structures when required to do so
by his order or hereafter fails to remove, erect or to reconstruct the same in accordance with the plans and specifica-
tions so approved shall forfeit to the people of the State a sum not to exceed five hundred dollars to be fixed by the
court for each and every offense; every violation of any such order shall be a separate and distinct offense, and, in
such case of a continuing violation, every day's continuance thereof shall be and be deemed to be a separate and
distinct offense. Such order shall not contain any provision to compel the owner to make repairs or proceed with
reconstruction as specified in this section by any type of construction other than that of the dam itself. In addition
to said forfeiture upon the violation of any such order, the superintendent of public works shall have power to enter
upon the lands and waters where such structures are located, for the purpose of removing, repairing or reconstruct-
ing the same, and to take such other and further precautions which he may deem necessary to safeguard life or
property against danger therefrom. In removing, repairing and reconstructing such dam the superintendent shall
not deviate from the method, manner or specifications contained in the original order. The superintendent of pub-
lic works shall certify the amount of the costs and expenses incurred by him for the removal, repair or reconstruc-
tion aforesaid, or in anywise connected therewith, to the board of supervisors of the county or counties in which
the said lands and waters are located, whereupon it shall be the duty of such board of supervisors to add the
amount so certified to the assessment rolls of such locality or localities as a charge against the real property upon
which the dam is located designated or described by the superintendent of public works as chargeable therewith,
and to issue its warrant or warrants for the collection thereof. Thereupon it shall become the duty of such locality
or localities through their proper officers to collect the amounts so certified in the same manner as other taxes are
collected in such locality or localities, and when collected, to pay the same to the superintendent of public works
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who shall thereupon pay the same into the treasury. Any amount so levied shall thereupon become a lien upon the
real property affected thereby, to the same extent as any tax levy becomes and is a lien thereon.

Any person in interest may, within thirty days from the service of any such order, appeal to the supreme court
to determine the reasonableness of such order. At any time during such appeal to the supreme court upon at least
three days' notice, the party appealing may apply for an order directing any question of fact to be tried and deter-
mined by a jury, and the court shall thereupon cause such question to be stated fo r trial accordingly and the findings
of the jury upon such question shall be conclusive. Appeals may be taken from the supreme court to the appellate
division of the supreme court and to the court of appeals in such cases, subject to the limitations provided in the
civil practice act.

This section shall not apply to a dam where the area draining into the pond formed thereby does not exceed
one square mile, unless the dam is more than ten feet in height above the natural bed of the stream at any point or
unless the quantity of water which the dam impounds exceeds one million gallons; nor to a dock, pier, wharf or
other structure under the jurisdiction of the department of docks, if any, in a city of over one hundred and seventy-
five thousand population. This section as hereby amended shall not impair the effect of an order heretofore made
by the conservation commission or commissioner under this section prior to the taking effect of chapter four hun-
dred and ninety-nine of the laws of nineteen hundred and twenty-one, nor require the approval by the superintend-
ent of public works, of plans and specifications theretofore approved by such commission or commissioner under
this section.

The foregoing information is correct to the best. of my knowledge and belief, and the construction will be
carried out in accordance with the approved plans and specifications.

..................... Owner

.By .................................................;............................................... authorized agent of owner.

Ad f R. D. I, R ite 9W, Newburh,. .N.. .Y"Addresso gner.. ................. ..............................
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DEC DAM INSPECTION REPORT

RB CTY YR. AP. DA NO. INS. DATE USE TYPE

IAS BUILT INSPECTION
SLocation of Spillway j Elevations
and outlet L
Size of Spillway Geometry of

and outlet Non-overflow section

D GENERAL CONDITION OF NON-OVERFLOW SECTION
ISettlement _~Cracks 1A Deflections

I~ l Joints Surfac~e of 111LeakageF-;Concrete M

I W Undermining Settlement of Crest of Dam

IIDownstream Upstream Toe of
j Slope -.- [J. "slope Slope

1 GENERAL CONDITION OF SPILLWAY AND OUTLET WORKS

SAuxiliary flservice or flStillingI ~ Spillway Concrete Spillway Basin
Joints Sraeof Spillway

Concrete ToeLI 301 nt s fl. SurfaceofSiwa

W Mechanical . 1 ]Plunge Drain

I Equipment Pool

ED M4aintena nce Hazard Class

n Evaluation - Inspector

11
I7 "-1" Coo k1ol c ,.J4

e•

Pr. F3,418



DEC DAM INSPECTION REPORT CODING

1. Piver Pas!-n - Non. 1-23 on Compilatio-, Shcets
f. Cou.y - N;os. 1-62 Alphabetically
3. Year Ar, rov',l -
4. Ln!.pSeioL 'I.L - Month, Day, Year
5. upnr_, tse -

1. Fish & Wildlife Management 4. Power
2. Recreation 5. Farm
3.. Water Supply 6. No Apparent Use

6. T.jp-
1. Earth with Aux. Service Spillway
2. Earth with Single Conc. Spillway

* 3. Earth with Single non-conc. Spillway
4. Concrete
5. Other

7. As-Built Inspection - Built substantially according to approved plans and
specifications

Location of Svillway and Outlet Works

1. Appears to meet originally approved- plans and specifications.
2. Not built 'accordiig to plans and specifications and location appears to be

detrucental to structure.
3. Not built cccording to plans and specifications bIt location does not appear to

be detrimental to structure.

Elevations

1. Generally in accordance to approved plans and specifications as determined fr.,m
visual inspection and use of hand level.

2, Not built accordirg to plans and specifications and elevation changes appear :o
be detrimental to structure.

3. Not built accordir.g to plans end specifications but elevation changes do not
appear to be detrimental to structure.

Size of Spillway and Cutlet Works

I. Appears to meet originally approved plans and specifications as determined by
- field measuremcnts using tape measure.
2. Not built according to plans and specifications and changes appear detrimental

to Structure.

3. Xot built according to plans and specifications but changes do not appear
detrimental to s 'ructure.

,. Geometry. of Non-overflow Struct-,rcs

1. Generally in accordance to originally approved plans and specifications as
determned from visual inspection and use of hand level and tape measure.

2. Not built according to plans and specifications and changes arpear detrirmental
tr structure.

3.. Not built according to plans and specifications but changes do not appear
* detrimental to structure.

General Conditions of t4Uon-Overflow Section

1. Adequate - So apparent repairs needed or minor repairs which can be covered by
periodic maintenance.

2. Inadequate - Items in need of major repair.

4*1$) For boxes listed on condition under non-overf low sectiov).
I. SatsLiactory.

a. Cn be coyered by periodic malutcnance.
3. ViAtistactory - Above and b'yonJ nomal smaiintenince.

jj£c-, r3-19



DEC DAM INSPECTION REPORT CODING (cont.)

Ceneral Condition of .p111way and Out let Works

1. Adcquate No apparent repairs needed or minor repairs which can be covered by
periodic maintenance. . •

2. Inadequate - Items in need of major repair.

(ftems) For boar.s listed conditions listed under spillway hnd outlet works.-
1. Satisfactory. .

.2. Can be covered by periodic'maintenance. "
-3. Unsatisfactory - Aborwe and beyond normal maintEnance.
4. Dam does not contain this feature. "

Maintenance

1. Evidence of periodic maintenance being performed.
2. No evidence of periodic maintenance....
3. No longer a dam or dam no longer in use. .: .

Hazard Classification Do.mtstream

1, (A) Damage to agriculture and county roads. "
2. (B) Damage to private and/or public property.
3. (C) Loss of life and/or property.

Evaluation - Based on Judgment and Classification in Box Nos.

Evaluation for Unsafe Dam

1. Unsafe - Repairable. .

2. Unsafe - Not Repairable.
* Jnuf.Li.ient evidence to e !aa~._____ . .

(1) LOWER !!1VDSCN I , * L* n'.
(2) UPPER HUDSON Z ""..,

(3) MOHAWK 3

(4). LAKE CIL IPLAIN -, . ,. °^

(5) DELAWARE " C-. r. , : ... ; . '.S ,X.i
.(6) SUSQ iA. " I ,

(7) CPER:NG
(8) OSWEGO , ,.j ,-,.d•
(9) CGE1ESEE 10 /,L,, ch l, 1 1 .

(10) ALLEC.H-, . II -.) "1, ,' "*-" *"
(11) LAKE ERIE
•(12) WESTERN LAKE Oy~rRi.O l:€, .e* E .: :,,

(13) CEINrRAL LAKE OX'TARIO If r'.'.,.,' /' ,v.v'
(14) EASTERN LACE oh'rRJO ,; tf.C. .IR. I
(15) SA.MON RIVER I e X

(16) BLACK RIVER .3

(17) WELT ST. LAVR:--.CE . € F.., -. " .

*(18) EAST ST. L%1WRFACE .

(39) RACQi tTTE RIVER I g4 . .,, .. : . ' ¢..

(20) ST. RI39 RIVER g - ' .,'. .
(21) HOCUSATOIC : .,.cV•,, , %: .''%, 44it'", A'

(22) LON!; ISIAN,%D %;I.I t.,,'. r : ,

(23) OSWE(AC.-mI 1E ''0'/Y ." • .'/" '' '', " ' ' €,, W,.. 4,'.. , I-v..-

v..F3-20,.,.
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